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Executive Summary
It has been over a year since The
Guardian reported the first story
on the National Security Agency’s
surveillance programs based on the
leaks from former NSA contractor
Edward Snowden, yet the national
conversation remains largely mired
in a simplistic debate over the
tradeoffs between national security
and individual privacy. It is time to
start weighing the overall costs and
benefits more broadly.
While intelligence officials have vigorously
defended the merits of the NSA programs, they
have offered little hard evidence to prove their
value—and some of the initial analysis actually
suggests that the benefits of these programs
are dubious. Three different studies—from the
President’s Review Group on Intelligence and
Communications Technologies, the Privacy and
Civil Liberties Oversight Board, and the New
America Foundation’s International Security
Program—question the value of bulk collection
programs in stopping terrorist plots and enhancing national security. Meanwhile, there has
been little sustained discussion of the costs of
the NSA programs beyond their impact on privacy and liberty, and in particular, how they affect
the U.S. economy, American foreign policy, and
the security of the Internet as a whole.
This paper attempts to quantify and categorize
the costs of the NSA surveillance programs since
the initial leaks were reported in June 2013. Our
findings indicate that the NSA’s actions have
already begun to, and will continue to, cause
significant damage to the interests of the United
States and the global Internet community.
Specifically, we have observed the costs of NSA
surveillance in the following four areas:
•

Direct Economic Costs to U.S. Businesses:
American companies have reported declining sales overseas and lost business opportunities, especially as foreign companies
turn claims of products that can protect
users from NSA spying into a competitive
advantage. The cloud computing industry
is particularly vulnerable and could lose
billions of dollars in the next three to five

years as a result of NSA surveillance.
•

Potential Costs to U.S. Businesses and
to the Openness of the Internet from
the Rise of Data Localization and Data
Protection Proposals: New proposals
from foreign governments looking to implement data localization requirements or
much stronger data protection laws could
compound economic losses in the long
term. These proposals could also force
changes to the architecture of the global
network itself, threatening free expression
and privacy if they are implemented.

•

Costs to U.S. Foreign Policy: Loss of credibility for the U.S. Internet Freedom agenda,
as well as damage to broader bilateral and
multilateral relations, threaten U.S. foreign
policy interests. Revelations about the
extent of NSA surveillance have already
colored a number of critical interactions
with nations such as Germany and Brazil in
the past year.

•

Costs to Cybersecurity: The NSA has
done serious damage to Internet security
through its weakening of key encryption
standards, insertion of surveillance backdoors into widely-used hardware and
software products, stockpiling rather than
responsibly disclosing information about
software security vulnerabilities, and a
variety of offensive hacking operations undermining the overall security of the global
Internet.

The U.S. government has already taken some
limited steps to mitigate this damage and begin
the slow, difficult process of rebuilding trust
in the United States as a responsible steward
of the Internet. But the reform efforts to date
have been relatively narrow, focusing primarily
on the surveillance programs’ impact on the
rights of U.S. citizens. Based on our findings,
we recommend that the U.S. government take
the following steps to address the broader
concern that the NSA’s programs are impacting
our economy, our foreign relations, and our
cybersecurity:
1. Strengthen
privacy
protections
for both Americans and non-Americans, within the United States and
extraterritorially.
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2. Provide for increased transparency
around government surveillance, both
from the government and companies.
3. Recommit to the Internet Freedom
agenda in a way that directly addresses issues raised by NSA surveillance,
including moving toward international
human-rights based standards on
surveillance.
4. Begin the process of restoring trust
in cryptography standards through
the National Institute of Standards and
Technology.
5. Ensure that the U.S. government does
not undermine cybersecurity by

inserting surveillance backdoors into
hardware or software products.
6. Help to eliminate security vulnerabilities in software, rather than stockpile
them.
7.

Develop clear policies about whether,
when, and under what legal standards
it is permissible for the government to
secretly install malware on a computer
or in a network.

8. Separate the offensive and defensive
functions of the NSA in order to minimize conflicts of interest.
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I. Background & Introduction
What is the NSA doing?
As Congress debated the reauthorization
of the USA PATRIOT Act’s Section 215 in 2011,
Senator Ron Wyden (D-OR) began a slow but
steady drumbeat for reform by raising concerns
about how the National Security Agency (NSA)
was secretly interpreting and using the law.
“When the American people find out how their
government has secretly interpreted the Patriot
Act,” he warned, “they will be stunned and they
will be angry.”1 Over two years later, on June 5,
2013, The Guardian published the first leaked
document by former NSA contractor Edward
Snowden. Readers around the world were
shocked to learn about what Senator Wyden
had been referring to all along: for years, the
NSA has been collecting nearly all of the phone
records generated by major telephone companies such as Verizon on an ongoing, daily basis
under Section 215’s authority2—and has been
using a secret, and now widely discredited, interpretation of the law to do it.3
Over the course of the past year, the
world has learned that this bulk collection
program was just one small part of the NSA’s
massive surveillance apparatus.4 Just a day
after the first leak, The Washington Post ran a
story about PRISM, the NSA’s “downstream”
collection program authorized under Section
702 of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Act (FISA). Under the PRISM program, the NSA
compels major tech companies like Google,
Yahoo, Microsoft, Facebook, and Twitter to turn
over the contents of communications stored
on company servers that have been sent or
received by targets that the NSA reasonably
believes are outside of the United States.5 While
few details are known about the programs the
NSA operates under Section 702, and several of
the details regarding the PRISM program are a
subject of debate,6 a declassified 2011 Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Court opinion revealed
that the NSA collects more than 250,000,000
Internet communications annually using
Section 702 and that “the vast majority of these
communications are obtained from Internet
service providers” through the PRISM program.7
The remainder of those communications comes
from Section 702 surveillance that is conducted
“upstream”—that is, surveillance conducted
not by obtaining stored communications from
cloud providers’ servers but by tapping directly

into the U.S. Internet backbone network that
carries domestic, international, and foreign
communications.8
Beyond NSA surveillance inside the United
States under Section 215 and Section 702, the
NSA engages in massive surveillance of Internet
and telephone communications outside of the
country as well. Unconstrained by statute and
subject only to Executive Branch oversight
under the Reagan-era Executive Order 12333,9
this extraterritorial surveillance was revealed in
October 2013 to include the monitoring of key
private data links that connect Google and Yahoo
data centers around the world—monitoring that
in just 30 days processed 181,280,466 new records that traversed those links.10 Similarly, the
NSA is using Executive Order 12333 to authorize
the collection of millions of email address books
globally,11 and the recording of vast numbers of
international phone calls—sometimes all of the
phone traffic in an entire country.12 Executive
Order 12333 is also presumably the authority
under which the NSA is assisting British intelligence agencies in acquiring millions of webcam
photos sent by users of Yahoo,13 and under which
the NSA is collecting over five billion cell phone
location data points per day, enabling it to track
individuals’ movements and relationships with
others.14
In addition to the mass surveillance operations that have dominated the past year’s
headlines, leaked documents revealed that
the NSA employs a unit of elite hackers called
the Office of Tailored Access Operations that
engages in extensive and highly secretive cyber
operations.15 These operations include cracking
and undermining encryption standards, inserting vulnerabilities into widely-used software
and hardware products, secretly stockpiling
information about software vulnerabilities that
the NSA discovers so that they can be exploited
for intelligence purposes rather than fixed, and
developing a global network of malware that
has been secretly installed on computers and in
networks around the world to better facilitate
the NSA’s surveillance.16
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What is it costing us?
One year after the initial leaks, it is time
to start evaluating how the programs impact
U.S. interests both at home and abroad. The
national conversation around NSA surveillance
in the past year has remained largely mired in
a debate over the tradeoffs between individual
privacy and national security, but this framing
is overly simplistic. As the President’s Review
Group on Intelligence and Communications
Technologies explained in its December 2013
report and recommendations, “Some people
believe that [national security and privacy] are
in irreconcilable conflict with one another… We
firmly reject this view. It is unsupported by the
facts. It is inconsistent with our traditions and
our law.”17 The Review Group’s report echoes
calls that have been made by a wide range of
individuals in the past year, from government
officials to journalists and privacy advocates:
that we must evaluate the actions of the NSA
not only with regard to how they infringe upon
civil liberties and human rights in the name of
protecting national security, but also how these
programs can be detrimental to our economic
stability and cybersecurity. It is time to more
broadly weigh the overall costs versus the net
benefits of the NSA’s activities.

Some people believe
that [national security
and privacy] are in
irreconcilable conflict with
one another. They contend
that in the modern era...
the nation must choose
between them. We firmly
reject this view.”
-The President’s Review Group on
Intelligence and Communications
Technologies
So far, the purported benefits of the
programs remain unsubstantiated. While
intelligence officials and representatives of
the Obama Administration have defended the
merits of the NSA programs,18 they have offered
little hard evidence to prove their value. To
the contrary, initial analyses of the NSA’s bulk
records collection program suggest that its

benefits are dubious at best, particularly compared to the program’s vast breadth. A January
2014 study from the New America Foundation’s
International Security Program, for example,
concluded that “the government’s claims about
the role that NSA ‘bulk’ surveillance of phone
and email communications records has had
in keeping the United States safe from terrorism… are overblown and even misleading.”19
Similarly, in its review of the telephone records
collection program under Section 215 of the
USA PATRIOT Act, the Privacy and Civil Liberties
Oversight Board (PCLOB) could not identify a
single instance in which the telephone records
program made a concrete difference in the
outcome of a counterterrorism investigation.20
The President’s Review Group concurred,
emphasizing that “there is always a possibility
that acquisition of more information—whether
in the US or abroad—might ultimately prove
helpful. But that abstract possibility does not,
by itself, provide a sufficient justification for
acquiring more information.”21 Although the
PCLOB did find in a separate report that “the
information the [Section 702] program collects
has been valuable and effective in protecting the
nation’s security and producing useful foreign
intelligence,”22 it provided no details and did
not weigh those purported benefits against the
various costs of the surveillance. Furthermore,
its conclusions were undermined just days later
when The Washington Post revealed that nine
out of ten of the Internet users swept up in the
NSA’s Section 702 surveillance are not legally
targeted foreigners.23
Meanwhile, there has been little sustained
discussion of the tangible costs of the NSA
programs beyond their impact on privacy and
liberty. First, there is the direct cost to American
taxpayers, totaling many billions of dollars.24
Moreover, the NSA programs also impact the
U.S. economy, foreign policy, and the security
of the Internet as a whole. This paper seeks to
categorize and quantify these impacts. We have
observed a significant erosion in trust in the
past year, not only in the actions and motives
of the American government but also in major
technology companies and the security of the
Internet itself. This lack of confidence translates
to real costs, which we discuss at length in the
paper:
•

In Part II, we discuss the economic impact of
NSA surveillance, focusing on the cost to the
cloud computing industry, which is projected to lose billions of dollars in the next three
to five years, and declining technology sales
overseas, as individuals and governments
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The government’s claims
about the role that NSA
‘bulk’ surveillance of phone
and email communications
records has had in keeping
the United States safe from
terrorism… are overblown
and even misleading.”
-Peter Bergen et al., “Do NSA’s Bulk
Surveillance Programs Stop Terrorists?”
turn to foreign alternatives that claim to be
more secure than American products.
•

In Part III, we discuss the rise of data localization and data protection proposals from
foreign governments, which could compound economic losses in the long term

and force changes to the architecture of the
global network that threaten free expression
and privacy.
•

In Part IV, we discuss the impact of NSA
surveillance on U.S. foreign policy interests,
focusing on the loss of credibility for the U.S.
Internet Freedom agenda and the damage to
broader bilateral and multilateral relations.

•

In Part V, we discuss the cost to Internet
security, examining how the NSA has
weakened encryption standards, inserted
backdoors into Internet products, stockpiled security vulnerabilities, and carried out
a variety of offensive hacking operations on
commercial products that individual users
rely on.

Based on these findings, in Part VI we lay out
a series of recommendations aimed at restoring faith in American tech companies, the U.S.
government, and the security of the Internet as
a whole.

,,
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II. Direct Economic Costs to
American Companies

Costs to the U.S. Cloud
Computing Industry and Related
Business
Trust in American businesses has taken a significant hit since the initial reports on the PRISM
program suggested that the NSA was directly
tapping into the servers of nine U.S. companies
to obtain customer data for national security
investigations.28 The Washington Post’s original
story on the program provoked an uproar in the
media and prompted the CEOs of several major
companies to deny knowledge of or participation in the program.29 The exact nature of the
requests made through the PRISM program was
later clarified,30 but the public attention on the

relationship between American companies and
the NSA still created a significant trust gap, especially in industries where users entrust companies to store sensitive personal and commercial
data. “Last year’s national security leaks have
also had a commercial and financial impact on
American technology companies that have provided these records,” noted Representative Bob
Goodlatte, a prominent Republican leader and
Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee,
in May 2014. “They have experienced backlash
from both American and foreign consumers
and have had their competitive standing in the
global marketplace damaged.”31

“Last year’s national
security leaks have also had
a commercial and financial
impact on American
technology companies
that have provided these
records. They have
experienced backlash from
both American and foreign
consumers and have had
their competitive standing
in the global marketplace
damaged.

“

“It is becoming clear that the post-9/11
surveillance apparatus may be at cross-purposes with our high-tech economic growth,”
declared Third Way’s Mieke Eoyang and Gabriel
Horowitz in December 2013. “The economic
consequences [of the recent revelations] could
be staggering.”25 A TIME magazine headline
projected that “NSA Spying Could Cost U.S.
Tech Giants Billions,” predicting losses based
on the increased scrutiny that economic titans
like Google, Microsoft, Facebook, and Yahoo
have faced both at home and abroad since
last June.26 The NSA’s actions pose a serious
threat to the current value and future stability
of the information technology industry, which
has been a key driver of economic growth and
productivity in the United States in the past
decade.27 In this section, we examine how
emerging evidence about the NSA’s extensive
surveillance apparatus has already hurt and
will likely continue to hurt the American tech
sector in a number of ways, from dwindling
U.S. market share in industries like cloud computing and webhosting to dropping tech sales
overseas. The impact of individual users turning
away from American companies in favor of
foreign alternatives is a concern. However, the
major losses will likely result from diminishing
confidence in U.S. companies as trustworthy
choices for foreign government procurement of
products and services and changing behavior in
the business-to-business market.

-Rep. Bob Goodlatte, Chairman of
the House Judiciary Committee
Given heightened concerns about the NSA’s
ability to access data stored by U.S. companies,
it is no surprise that American companies offering cloud computing and webhosting services
are among those experiencing the most acute
economic fallout from NSA surveillance. Within
just a few weeks of the first disclosures, reports
began to emerge that American cloud computing companies like Dropbox and Amazon
Web Services were starting to lose business to
overseas competitors.32 The CEO of Artmotion,
one of Switzerland’s largest offshore hosting
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providers, reported in July 2013 that his company had seen a 45 percent jump in revenue
since the first leaks,33 an early sign that the
country’s perceived neutrality and strong data
and privacy protections34 could potentially be
turned into a serious competitive advantage.35
Foreign companies are clearly poised to benefit
from growing fears about the security ramifications of keeping data in the United States. In a
survey of 300 British and Canadian businesses
released by PEER 1 in January 2014,36 25 percent
of respondents indicated that they were moving
data outside of the U.S. as a result of the NSA
revelations. An overwhelming number of the
companies surveyed indicated that security and
data privacy were their top concerns, with 81
percent stating that they “want to know exactly
where their data is being hosted.” Seventy percent were even willing to sacrifice performance
in order to ensure that their data was protected.37

In a survey of 300 British
and Canadian businesses
released by PEER 1 in
January 2014, 25 percent
of respondents indicated
that they were moving data
outside of the U.S. as a result
of the NSA revelations.
It appears that little consideration was
given over the past decade to the potential
economic repercussions if the NSA’s secret programs were revealed.38 This failure was acutely
demonstrated by the Obama Administration’s
initial focus on reassuring the public that its
programs primarily affect non-Americans, even
though non-Americans are also heavy users
of American companies’ products. Facebook
CEO Mark Zuckerberg put a fine point on the
issue, saying that the government “blew it” in
its response to the scandal. He noted sarcastically: “The government response was, ‘Oh don’t
worry, we’re not spying on any Americans.’ Oh,
wonderful: that’s really helpful to companies
[like Facebook] trying to serve people around
the world, and that’s really going to inspire
confidence in American internet companies.”39
As Zuckerberg’s comments reflect, certain parts
of the American technology industry are particularly vulnerable to international backlash since
growth is heavily dependent on foreign markets.
For example, the U.S. cloud computing industry

has grown from an estimated $46 billion in 2008
to $150 billion in 2014, with nearly 50 percent
of worldwide cloud-computing revenues coming from the U.S.40 R Street Institute’s January
2014 policy study concluded that in the next
few years, new products and services that rely
on cloud computing will become increasingly
pervasive. “Cloud computing is also the root of
development for the emerging generation of
Web-based applications—home security, outpatient care, mobile payment, distance learning,
efficient energy use and driverless cars,” writes
R Street’s Steven Titch in the study. “And it is
a research area where the United States is an
undisputed leader.”41 This trajectory may be dramatically altered, however, as a consequence of
the NSA’s surveillance programs.
Economic forecasts after the Snowden leaks
have predicted significant, ongoing losses for
the cloud-computing industry in the next few
years. An August 2013 study by the Information
Technology and Innovation Foundation (ITIF)
estimated that revelations about the NSA’s
PRISM program could cost the American cloud
computing industry $22 to $35 billion over the
next three years.42 On the low end, the ITIF
projection suggests that U.S. cloud computing
providers would lose 10 percent of the foreign
market share to European or Asian competitors,
totaling in about $21.5 billion in losses; on the
high-end, the $35 billion figure represents about
20 percent of the companies’ foreign market
share. Because the cloud computing industry
is undergoing rapid growth right now—a 2012
Gartner study predicted global spending on
cloud computing would increase by 100 percent
from 2012 to 2016, compared to a 3 percent
overall growth rate in the tech industry as a
whole43—vendors in this sector are particularly
vulnerable to shifts in the market. Failing to
recruit new customers or losing a competitive
advantage due to exploitation by rival companies in other countries can quickly lead to a
dwindling market share. The ITIF study further
notes that “the percentage lost to foreign competitors could go higher if foreign governments
enact protectionist trade barriers that effectively
cut out U.S. providers,” citing early calls from
German data protection authorities to suspend
the U.S.-EU Safe Harbor program (which will
be discussed at length in the next section).44 As
the R Street Policy Study highlights, “Ironically,
the NSA turned the competitive edge U.S. companies have in cloud computing into a liability,
especially in Europe.”45
In a follow up to the ITIF study, Forrester
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Research analyst James Staten argued that the
think tank’s estimates were low, suggesting
that the actual figure could be as high as $180
billion over three years.46 Staten highlighted
two additional impacts not considered in the
ITIF study. The first is that U.S. customers—not
just foreign companies—would also avoid US
cloud providers, especially for international
and overseas business. The ITIF study predicted
that American companies would retain their
domestic market share, but Staten argued that
the economic blowback from the revelations
would be felt at home, too. “You don’t have
to be a French company, for example, to be
worried about the US government snooping in
the data about your French clients,” he wrote.47
Moreover, the analysis highlighted a second and
“far more costly” impact: that foreign cloud providers, too, would lose as much as 20 percent
of overseas and domestic business because of
similar spying programs conducted by other
governments. Indeed, the NSA disclosures “have
prompted a fundamental re-examination of the
role of intelligence services in conducting coordinated cross-border surveillance,” according to
a November 2013 report by Privacy International
on the “Five Eyes” intelligence partnership between the United States, the United Kingdom,
Canada, Australia, and New Zealand.48 Staten
predicts that as the surveillance landscape
around the world becomes more clear, it could
have a serious negative impact on all hosting
and outsourcing services, resulting in a 25 percent decline in the overall IT services market, or
about $180 billion in losses.49

Frankly I think the
government blew it... The
government response was,
‘Oh don’t worry, we’re not
spying on any Americans.’
Oh, wonderful: that’s really
helpful to companies trying
to serve people around
the world, and that’s really
going to inspire confidence
in American internet
companies.”
-Mark Zuckerberg,
CEO of Facebook

Recent reports suggest that things are, in
fact, moving in the direction that analysts like
Castro and Staten suggested.50 A survey of 1,000
“[Information and Communications Technology
(ICT)] decision-makers” from France, Germany,
Hong Kong, the UK, and the USA in February and
March 2014 found that the disclosures “have
had a direct impact on how companies around
the world think about ICT and cloud computing
in particular.”51 According to the data from NTT
Communications, 88 percent of decision-makers are changing their purchasing behavior
when it comes to the cloud, with the vast majority indicating that the location of the data is
very important. The results do not bode well
for recruitment of new customers, either—62
percent of those currently not storing data in
the cloud indicated that the revelations have
since prevented them from moving their ICT
systems there. And finally, 82 percent suggested
that they agree with proposals made by German
Chancellor Angela Merkel in February 2014 to
have separate data networks for Europe, which
will be discussed in further detail in Part III of this
report. Providing direct evidence of this trend,
Servint, a Virginia-based webhosting company,
reported in June 2014 that international clients
have declined by as much as half, dropping from
approximately 60 percent of its business to 30
percent since the leaks began.52
With faith in U.S. companies on the decline,
foreign companies are stepping in to take
advantage of shifting public perceptions. As
Georg Mascolo and Ben Scott predicted in a
joint paper published by the Wilson Center and
the New America Foundation in October 2013,
“Major commercial actors on both continents
are preparing offensive and defensive strategies
to battle in the market for a competitive advantage drawn from Snowden’s revelations.”53 For
example, Runbox, a small Norwegian company
that offers secure email service, reported a 34
percent jump in customers since June 2013.54
Runbox markets itself as a safer email and webhosting provider for both individual and commercial customers, promising that it “will never
disclose any user data unauthorized, track your
usage, or display any advertisements.”55 Since
the NSA revelations, the company has touted
its privacy-centric design and the fact that its
servers are located in Norway as a competitive
advantage. “Being firmly located in Norway,
the Runbox email service is governed by strict
privacy regulations and is a safe alternative to
American email services as well as cloud-based
services that move data across borders and jurisdictions,” company representatives wrote on
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Major commercial actors
on both continents are
preparing offensive and
defensive strategies to
battle in the market for
a competitive advantage
drawn from Snowden’s
revelations.”
-Georg Mascolo and Ben Scott,
“Lessons from the Summer of Snowden”
its blog in early 2014.56 F-Secure, a Finnish cloud
storage company, similarly emphasizes the fact
that “its roots [are] in Finland, where privacy is
a fiercely guarded value.”57 Presenting products
and services as ‘NSA-proof’ or ‘safer’ alternatives
to American-made goods is an increasingly
viable strategy for foreign companies hoping to
chip away at U.S. tech competiveness.58

Costs to Overseas Tech Sales
The economic impact of NSA spying does
not end with the American cloud computing industry. According to The New York Times, “Even
as Washington grapples with the diplomatic
and political fallout of Mr. Snowden’s leaks, the
more urgent issue, companies and analysts say,
is economic.”59 In the past year, a number of
American companies have reported declining
sales in overseas markets like China (where,
it must be noted, suspicion of the American
government was already high before the NSA
disclosures), loss of customers including foreign
governments, and increased competition from
non-U.S. services marketing themselves as ‘secure’ alternatives to popular American products.
There is already significant evidence linking
NSA surveillance to direct harm to U.S. economic interests. In November 2013, Cisco became
one of the first companies to publicly discuss
the impact of the NSA on its business, reporting
that orders from China fell 18 percent and that
its worldwide revenue would decline 8 to 10
percent in the fourth quarter, in part because
of continued sales weakness in China.60 New
orders in the developing world fell 12 percent
in the third quarter, with the Brazilian market
dropping roughly 25 percent of its Cisco sales.61
Although John Chambers, Cisco’s CEO, was

hesitant to blame all losses on the NSA, he acknowledged that it was likely a factor in declining Chinese sales62 and later admitted that he
had never seen as fast a decline in an emerging
market as the drop in China in late 2013.63 These
numbers were also released before documents
in May 2014 revealed that the NSA’s Tailored
Access Operations unit had intercepted network
gear—including Cisco routers—being shipped
to target organizations in order to covertly
install implant firmware on them before they
were delivered.64 In response, Chambers wrote
in a letter to the Obama Administration that “if
these allegations are true, these actions will
undermine confidence in our industry and in
the ability of technology companies to deliver
products globally.”65
Much like Cisco, Qualcomm, IBM, Microsoft,
and Hewlett-Packard all reported in late 2013
that sales were down in China as a result of the
NSA revelations.66 Sanford C. Bernstein analyst
Toni Sacconaghi has predicted that after the NSA
revelations, “US technology companies face the
most revenue risk in China by a wide margin,
followed by Brazil and other emerging markets.”67 Industry observers have also questioned
whether companies like Apple—which hopes to
bring in significant revenue from iPhone sales
in China—will feel the impact overseas.68 Even
AT&T reportedly faced intense scrutiny regarding
its proposed acquisition of Vodafone, a European
wireless carrier, after journalists revealed the
extent of AT&T’s collaboration with the NSA.69
American companies are also losing out on
business opportunities and contracts with large
companies and foreign governments as a result
of NSA spying. According to an article in The New
York Times, “American businesses are being left
off some requests for proposals from foreign
customers that previously would have included
them.”70 This refers to German companies, for example, that are increasingly uncomfortable giving
their business to American firms. Meanwhile, the
German government plans to change its procurement rules to prevent American companies
that cooperate with the NSA or other intelligence
organizations from being awarded federal IT contracts.71 The government has already announced
it intends to end its contract with Verizon, which
provides Internet service to a number of government departments.72 “There are indications
that Verizon is legally required to provide certain
things to the NSA, and that’s one of the reasons
the cooperation with Verizon won’t continue,” a
spokesman for the German Interior Ministry told
the Associated Press in June.73
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The NSA disclosures have similarly been
blamed for Brazil’s December 2013 decision
to award a $4.5 billion contract to Saab over
Boeing, an American company that had previously been the frontrunner in a deal to replace
Brazil’s fleet of fighter jets.74 Welber Barral, a
former Brazilian trade secretary, suggested to
Bloomberg News that Boeing would have won
the contract a year earlier,75 while a source in the
Brazilian government told Reuters that “the NSA
problem ruined it for the Americans.”76 As we
will discuss in greater depth in the next section,
Germany and Brazil are also considering data
localization proposals that could harm U.S. business interests and prevent American companies
from entering into new markets because of high
compliance costs.
Outside of the cloud computing industry, it
is still too early to tell which of these shifts may
be temporary and which will have a more lasting
impact. Despite an interest in finding alternatives, foreign companies and governments are
also discovering the challenges of avoiding U.S.
businesses altogether—either because of path
dependence, because switching costs are too
high, or because there simply are not enough alternative providers in certain markets that offer
comparable products at the same prices.77 This
is particularly true for large government deals
and enterprise solutions, markets that many
American businesses dominate, because of the
amount of time, money, and effort it would take
to move away from U.S. companies. Some have
cynically argued that the biggest “winners” in the
long run will be Chinese companies like Huawei,
which are also vulnerable to state eavesdropping but may be cheaper than the American
alternatives.78

If these allegations [about
the NSA tampering with
foreign-bound routers]
are true, these actions will
undermine confidence
in our industry and in
the ability of technology
companies to deliver
products globally.”
-John Chambers, CEO of Cisco, in a
letter to the Obama Administration

Cost to Public Trust in American
Companies
The pressure is increasing on American
companies to respond to the revelations in order to mitigate potential backlash and prevent
foreign companies from poaching their business. According to the R Street Institute study,
“It appears the NSA’s aggressive surveillance has
created an overall fear among U.S. companies
that there is ‘guilt by association’ from which
they need to proactively distance themselves.”79
Some companies have tried to regain trust by
publicly stating that they are not part of PRISM
or other NSA programs, issuing disclaimers
along the lines of those published by Amazon
and Salesforce in June 2013.80 Others that have
been directly linked to the NSA programs have
publicly criticized the American government
and called for greater transparency in order to
rebuild user confidence and counteract potential economic harms.81 To that end, nine major
American companies—AOL, Apple, Dropbox,
Facebook, Google, LinkedIn, Microsoft, Twitter,
and Yahoo—joined together in the “Reform
Government Surveillance” campaign in January
2014, where they launched a website and wrote
an open letter to government leaders laying out
principles for surveillance reform, including an
end to bulk collection and opposition to data
localization requirements.82 Since the launch,
the coalition has urged reform on Capitol Hill
through outreach and letters to Congress,
supported the February 2014 “The Day We Fight
Back” activist campaign, and hired a lobbyist to
bolster their efforts to curb the NSA’s reach.83
This unlikely, public partnership of some of
Internet’s biggest rivals speaks to the seriousness of the threats to their collective business
interests.84 Indeed, according to an April 2014
Harris poll commissioned by a data security
company, nearly half of the 2,000 respondents
(47 percent) have changed their online behavior
since the NSA leaks, paying closer attention not
only to the sites they visit but also to what they
say and do on the Internet.85 In particular, 26
percent indicated that they are now doing less
online shopping and banking since learning the
extent of government surveillance programs.
Clearly, there are significant financial incentives
for companies to distance themselves from the
programs, and as a result, they are expending
capital—actual and political—to do so.
Other companies have taken it a step further,
developing new products or taking additional
precautions to assure customers that their data
is safe from the NSA. “Many tech companies feel
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they have no choice but to try to develop NSAresistant products because customers from
China to Germany threaten to boycott American
hardware and cloud services they view as compromised,” wrote USA Today in February 2014.86
Companies like Yahoo and Google have devoted
increased resources to hardening their systems
against NSA surveillance in order to assure
users that their data is adequately protected.87
Yahoo implemented automatic encryption on
its email service in January 2014, and in March
2014 began encrypting all traffic that moved between its data centers, as well as queries on its
homepage and its messaging service.88 Google’s
Vice President for Security Engineering, Eric
Grosse, referred to efforts to protect users’ data
from government surveillance as “an arms race,”
when discussing the company’s move last fall
to encrypt all information travelling between its
data centers.89 In June 2014, Google unveiled a
source code extension for the Chrome browser
called “End-to-End” which is designed to make
email encryption easy, and announced a new
section of its transparency report called “Safer
Email” which details the percentage of email
that is encrypted in transit and identifies the providers who support encryption.90 These changes
are part of a new focus on encouraging users
and companies to harden their systems against
NSA surveillance, and the strategy appears
to be working. Almost immediately, Comcast
announced its plans to work with Google to
encrypt all email traffic exchanged with Gmail
after the cable company was described as one
of the worst offenders in the new report.91

Many tech companies feel
they have no choice but
to try to develop NSAresistant products because
customers from China
to Germany threaten to
boycott American hardware
and cloud services they
view as compromised.”
-USA Today, February 2014
Meanwhile, Microsoft has been publicizing
its policy that allows customers to store their
data in Microsoft data centers in specific countries.92 John E. Frank, deputy general counsel

SURVEILLANCE COSTS?
According to an April 2014 Harris poll of
2000 people:
•

47 percent of the respondents said
that they have changed their online
behavior since the NSA leaks, paying
closer attention not only to the sites
they visit but also to what they say
and do on the Internet.

•

26 percent of respondents indicated
that they are now doing less online
shopping and banking since learning
the extent of government surveillance
programs.

at Microsoft, told The New York Times, “We’re
hearing from customers, especially global enterprise customers, that they care more than
ever about where their content is stored and
how it is used and secured.”93 IBM is reportedly
spending over a billion dollars to build overseas
data centers in an effort to reassure foreign
customers that their data is protected from U.S.
surveillance.94 In reference to foreign customers
asking about whether their data is protected
from government snooping, an IBM executive
said, “My response is protect your data against
any third party — whether it’s the NSA, other
governments, hackers, terrorists, whatever,”
adding that it is time to “start talking about
encryption and VPNs and all the ways you can
protect yourself.”95
Finally, faced with an impossible choice
between maintaining user trust and complying with government requests, a handful of
American companies that provide secure email
services have had to shut down their operations
altogether. Lavabit, a secure email service provider that experienced a 1,900 percent increase
in account registrations after the Snowden revelations, shuttered its business after it became
clear that user data could not be protected from
government surveillance. When the NSA could
not read Lavibit’s communications directly by
breaking its encryption, the agency obtained
orders compelling the company to hand over
information related to its encryption keys,
which would have given the NSA the ability to
decrypt the communications of all 400,000 of
Lavabit’s customers.96 Silent Circle, a secure
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communications provider that saw a 400 percent revenue increase following the Snowden
revelations, followed Lavabit’s lead and shut
down its secure mail service, explaining that the
decision was made because “we see the writing
on the wall.”97
It is abundantly clear that the NSA surveillance programs are currently having a serious,
negative impact on the U.S. economy and
threatening the future competitiveness of
American technology companies. Not only are

“It’s not blowing over... In
June of 2014, it is clear it is
getting worse, not better.”
-Brad Smith,
Microsoft General Counsel

U.S. companies losing overseas sales and getting
dropped from contracts with foreign companies
and governments—they are also watching their
competitive advantage in fast-growing industries like cloud computing and webhosting disappear, opening the door for foreign companies
who claim to offer “more secure” alternative
products to poach their business. Industry efforts to increase transparency and accountability as well as concrete steps to promote better
security by adopting encryption and other best
practices are positive signs, but U.S. companies cannot solve this problem alone. “It’s not
blowing over,” said Microsoft General Counsel
Brad Smith at a recent conference. “In June of
2014, it is clear it is getting worse, not better.”98
Without meaningful government reform and
better oversight, concerns about the breadth of
NSA surveillance could lead to permanent shifts
in the global technology market and do lasting
damage to the U.S. economy.
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III. Economic and
Technological Costs of Data
Localization and Protection
The NSA disclosures have prompted some
foreign leaders to propose new policies for data
localization and data protection that could have
serious ramifications for the Internet ecosystem.
In the name of strengthening privacy and security, many of these changes could hurt American
tech companies, impact the future growth of the
network as a whole, and endanger human rights
and Internet Freedom.99 In particular, proposals
that would require data localization or strengthen
data protection laws could fundamentally alter
the way traffic flows over the Internet and create significant additional compliance costs for
American technology companies operating overseas. Major economic powers such as Germany,
Brazil, and India have discussed requiring that all
Internet traffic be routed or stored locally. Various
leaders in these countries have also urged government agencies and their citizens to stop using
American tools altogether because of concerns
about backdoors or other arrangements with the
NSA.100 Meanwhile, legislators in the European
Union have passed strict new data protection
rules for the continent and considered various
privacy-focused proposals, including the development of “national clouds” and the suspension
of key trade agreements with the United States.101
“The vast scale of online surveillance revealed
by Edward Snowden is leading to the breakup
of the Internet as countries scramble to protect
privacy or commercially sensitive emails and

The vast scale of online
surveillance revealed
by Edward Snowden is
leading to the breakup of
the Internet as countries
scramble to protect privacy
or commercially sensitive
emails and phone records
from UK and US security
services.”
-The Guardian, November 2013

phone records from UK and US security services,”
reported The Guardian in November 2013.102
In combination, these various proposals could
threaten the Internet economy while endangering privacy and free expression.

Mandatory Data Localization and
the Costs of a Bordered Internet
Internet jurisdiction and borders were contentious issues long before the Snowden leaks,
but the debate has become significantly more
complex in the past year. For decades, the borderless nature of cyberspace103 has raised concerns
about sovereignty and how governments can
regulate and access their citizens’ personal information or speech when it is stored on servers that
may be located all over the world.104 Various data
localization and national routing proposals have
been put forth by governments that seek greater control of the information that flows within
their borders, often in order to make censorship
and surveillance over the local population easier.105 On the other side, free speech advocates,
technologists, and civil society organizations
generally advocate for a borderless cyberspace
governed by its own set of internationally-agreed
upon rules that promote the protection of human
rights, individual privacy, and free expression.106
The revelations about NSA surveillance have
heightened concerns on both sides of this debate.
But the disclosures appear to have given new ammunition to proponents of greater governmental
control over traffic and network infrastructure,
accelerating the number and scope of national
control proposals from both long-time advocates
as well as governments with relatively solid track
records on human rights.107
There are now more than a dozen countries
that have introduced or are actively discussing
data localization laws.108 Broadly speaking, data
localization can be defined as any measures that
“specifically encumber the transfer of data across
national borders,” through rules that prevent or
limit these information flows.109 The data localization proposals being considered post-Snowden
generally require that foreign ICT companies
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Case Studies: Germany, India, and
Brazil
Germany has been one of the most vocal
critics of the U.S. surveillance dragnet in the past
year, especially since evidence emerged that
the NSA directly targeted the communications
of German Chancellor Angela Merkel.114 After
the news broke in October 2013, Merkel was
widely quoted about the loss of trust between
Germany and the United States, reportedly
telling lawmakers at a European Union leaders
summit that they needed to discuss “what sort
of data protection” and transparency rules
should be implemented to address concerns
about the NSA spying on German citizens.115
In February 2014, she suggested that Europe
should build out its own Internet infrastructure
in order to keep data within the continent,
arguing that “European providers [could] offer
security for our citizens, so that one shouldn’t
have to send emails and other information
across the Atlantic.” 116 Meanwhile, German lawmakers had already been considering domestic

data localization and protection proposals for
months. In fact, data protection authorities in
Germany announced stricter policies toward
privacy violations involving countries outside of
the EU shortly after the first leaks.117 The sixteen
German state data protection commissioners
were also among the first to call for the suspension of the U.S.-EU Safe Harbor Program, which
since the year 2000 has allowed the personal information of European citizens to be transferred
to American companies who self-certify to the
Commerce Department that they will follow EU
data protection regulations.118

“Home grown and
guaranteed security in
data storage, hardware
manufacture, cloud
computing services and
routing are all part of a
new discussion about
‘technological sovereignty.’
It is both a political response
and a marketing opportunity.
-Ben Scott and Georg Mascolo,
“Lessons from the Summer of Snowden”
Since April, any company that cannot
guarantee that they will protect data stored
in Germany from foreign services or authorities will be excluded from contracts with the
German federal government, a new rule which
“seem[s] to be aimed primarily at American
companies.”119 Hans-Peter Friedrich, the former
German Minister of the Interior, also suggested
that concerned German citizens should avoid
using any Internet services that transmit data
over U.S. networks.120 And Deutsche Telekom, a
major German telecommunications company in
which the German government has a 32 percent
ownership stake, has similarly promised to keep
communications within the country to address the privacy concerns of German users.121
Deutsche Telekom has been a vocal proponent
of the idea of a “Schengen routing” network
for data traveling between the 26 EU countries
that have agreed to remove passport restrictions.122 Regardless of whether these moves are
public relations gambits or serious proposals,
they nonetheless reflect the growing support

“

maintain infrastructure located within a country and store some or all of their data on that
country’s users on local servers.110 Brazil, for
example, has proposed that Internet companies
like Facebook and Google must set up local
data centers so that they are bound by Brazilian
privacy laws.111 The Indian government’s draft
policy would force companies to maintain part
of their IT infrastructure in-country, give local
authorities access to the encrypted data on their
servers for criminal investigations, and prevent
local data from being moved out of country.112
Germany, Greece, Brunei, and Vietnam have also
put forth their own data sovereignty proposals.
Proponents argue that these policies would
provide greater security and privacy protection
because local servers and infrastructure can
give governments both physical control and
legal jurisdiction over the data being stored on
them—although the policies may come with
added political and economic benefits for those
countries as well. “Home grown and guaranteed
security in data storage, hardware manufacture,
cloud computing services and routing are all
part of a new discussion about ‘technological
sovereignty,’” write Mascolo and Scott. “It is
both a political response and a marketing opportunity.” 113 At the same time, data localization
can also facilitate local censorship and surveillance, making it easier for governments to exert
control over the Internet infrastructure.
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for ‘email made in Germany’ and other locally-controlled communications channels.123 The
German government’s recent decision to drop
its contract with Verizon has been described as
a victory for Deutsche Telekom in particular.124
The government of India has also pushed
for policies that require storage of all data
within the country as well as ensure that it has
local control and management of servers.125 The
Indian government has historically had an interest in data localization and has, for example,
been engaged in a public dispute with Research
in Motion (RIM) since the 2008 Mumbai terrorist
attacks, primarily over requests for localized
data storage and encryption keys in order to gain
access to BlackBerry communications.126 But
proposals of this nature appear to have gained
renewed traction since the NSA leaks began.
According to reports from The Hindu newspaper in December 2013, an internal note prepared for the Sub-Committee on International
Cooperation on Cyber Security under the Indian
National Security Council Secretariat said: “We
should insist that data of all domain names originating from India…should be stored in India.
Similarly, all traffic originating/landing in India
should be stored in India.”127 In essence, these
proposals would prevent data on Indian citizens,
government organizations, and businesses from
being moved out of the country, forcing foreign
companies to ensure that it was all stored on
local servers.128 The Indian National Security
Advisor has requested that the Department of
Telecommunications require Indian Internet
providers and telecom companies to route
all local data through the National Internet
Exchange of India to keep domestic packets
primarily within the country.129 In October 2013,
the Indian government also announced that it
would be implementing an internal email policy
to avoid relying on major American email service
providers such as Gmail, Yahoo, and Outlook.
com.130 It has been reported that government
workers were not only advised not to use Gmail,
but also to avoid using computers altogether
when typing up sensitive documents.131
Some of the most vocal response to the
NSA revelations has come from Brazil.132 In
September 2013, Brazilian President Dilma
Rousseff announced a number measures that
her government planned to implement in order
to better protect its citizens from NSA snooping.
These proposals included increasing domestic
Internet bandwidth and international Internet
connectivity as well as encouraging domestic
content production and the use of network

equipment built in Brazil.133 The government
has announced its intent abandon Microsoft
Outlook in favor of a domestic email system that
relies on data centers located only in Brazil.134
Rousseff’s government has also been one of
the most outspoken proponents of the idea
that Internet traffic should be routed and stored
locally to provide greater privacy protections.135
“There is a serious problem of storage databases
abroad,” she said in early 2014. “That certain
situation we will no longer accept.”136 In addition
to maximizing the amount of data stored locally,
Brazil is also seeking to minimize the amount
of Brazilians’ data that traverses the U.S. In
February 2014, Brazil announced plans to build
its own undersea cables so that data can travel
between Brazil and the European Union without
going through the United States. It has contracted with Brazilian and Spanish companies to lay
fiber optic cables that will connect Brazil and
Portugal directly.137 Additional fiber optic cables
such as this one can improve routing efficiency
and speeds, but only if they come without routing restrictions.138
It remains unclear whether any of these data
localization proposals are actually viable in the
short term. In many of these countries, domestic
markets may not yet be developed enough to
support such a shift. The German government
has begun backing away from proposals for
“Schengen routing” and a German cloud,
questioning their efficacy. As Neelie Kroes, the
European Commissioner for the Digital Agenda,
told Der Spiegel in February, “It is not realistic
to contain data within Europe. You cannot put
up border controls. That would destroy the
openness of the Internet.”139 In contrast to his
predecessor, Thomas De Maiziere, the new
German Interior Minister, has also questioned
whether these proposals are realistic.140
Similarly, the Brazilian posture has softened
in recent months, especially as Brazil shifted to
a more moderate stance in the lead up to the
NETMundial conference in April 2014 (which will
be discussed in greater depth in Part IV).141 The
controversial proposal to add new language on
a local data storage rule for foreign companies
to the Marco Civil142 was dropped from the bill
in March 2014 before the legislation passed.143
Yet another provision that remained in the legislation requires that Brazilian law be extended
to any Internet service in the world that has
Brazilian users, which means that a U.S. based
firm with Brazilian customers could be penalized for complying with domestic data laws if
they conflict with Brazil law.144 Brazil’s Minister
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You cannot put up border
controls. That would
destroy the openness of the
Internet.”
-Neelie Kroes, European Commissioner
for the Digital Agenda
of Communications, Paulo Bernardo, was also
quoted in Brazil’s largest newspaper saying that
the government had not completely given up on
the desire to pursue local data storage requirements despite the removal of the clause from
the Marco Civil.145
Moreover, while the recent developments
may temper short-term concerns, they could
also set the stage for more troubling changes
in the long run. Until recently, most foreign
countries have accepted the fact that the U.S.
has a comparative advantage in the technology
industry that is extremely difficult to challenge.
In a number of cases, however, the threat of
NSA surveillance may be the catalyst that forces
countries to invest heavily in markets that they
would otherwise have left to the U.S., including
cloud computing and data storage—a shift that
will be worth huge amounts of money over
time.146 There is some risk at the moment that
the short-term logistical challenges of requiring
data localization or turning away from U.S.
companies will create a false sense of security
among U.S. policymakers and business leaders,
obscuring the fact that the United States will
squander massive economic value in the long
term if it fails to address issues raised by NSA
surveillance.

Data Protection Proposals
and Costs to European Trade
Relations
In addition to requiring local data storage,
a number of countries, particularly in the EU,
are proposing stricter domestic privacy regulations to ensure that their citizens are better
protected against NSA snooping, which could
lead to increased transaction costs for American
companies that need to comply with them. “The
effect of these proposed EU rules could serious
undermine the position of some U.S. firms…
Business models aside, the rules if adopted may
require U.S. firms to place their servers, and

European citizen data they hold, permanently
in Europe, potentially a prohibitively expensive—or technically unfeasible—requirement,”
writes Jonah Force Hill, a scholar at Harvard
University’s Belfer Center for Science and
International Affairs.147 In March 2014, members
of the European Parliament passed the EU’s
much-debated Data Protection Regulation
and Directive by an enormous margin.148 The
rules impose strict limitations on what can be
done with the data of EU citizens. Individuals
would have to explicitly consent to having their
personal data processed—and would retain the
right to withdraw their consent if given. They
would also be able to request their personal data
from anyone who holds it and have it erased.149
The new rules apply to the processing of EU citizens’ data no matter where that data is located,
ensuring that personal information from Europe
is still protected by EU laws when it travels elsewhere, especially to the United States.150 And the
deterrent fines are significant, with a maximum
penalty of up to five percent of revenues for
non-compliance. That could translate to billions
of dollars for large tech companies.
The new rules build upon the principles
established in Europe’s 1995 Data Protection
Directive with updates that reflect the modern Internet ecosystem. After the regulation
passed, the European Commissioner for Justice,
Fundamental Rights and Citizenship, Viviane
Reding, declared that the rules both preserve
fundamental European values and offer a competitive opportunity for Europe to distinguish
itself after the NSA revelations. “Data Protection
is made in Europe. Strong data protection
rules must be Europe’s trade mark,” she said.
“Following the U.S. data spying scandals, data
protection is more than ever a competitive
advantage.”151
The NSA disclosures also threaten to upset
existing U.S.-EU trade relationships. On the
same day that the Data Protection Regulation
and Directive passed, members of the European
Parliament voted in favor of a resolution from
the Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs
Committee on the mass surveillance of EU
citizens.152 Among other things, the resolution
called for the suspension of the U.S.-EU “Safe
Harbor” deal that lets American firms self-certify
via the Commerce Department that they are in
compliance with EU privacy laws. The actual
authority to suspend the Safe Harbor agreement
lies in the hands of the European Commission,
but the Parliament’s affirmative vote heightens
concerns that restrictive proposals could move
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Data Protection is made
in Europe. Strong data
protection rules must be
Europe’s trade mark...
Following the U.S. data
spying scandals, data
protection is more than ever
a competitive advantage.”
-Viviane Reding,
European Commissioner for Justice,
Fundamental Rights, and Citizenship
forward, which would directly threaten U.S. business interests. Over 3,000 American companies,
including Facebook and Google, currently rely
on the Safe Harbor framework to process data
from European citizens without violating the
continent’s privacy laws.153 Yet both local and
pan-European officials have become increasingly concerned that the Safe Harbor makes
it easier for U.S. tech companies to sidestep
the EU’s stricter privacy protections, especially
in light of revelations about the companies’
compliance with the U.S. government under
a number of the NSA programs. In June 2014,
for example, the Irish courts referred a case
to the European Court of Justice “questioning
the adequacy of privacy protections for data
transfers” under the Safe Harbor agreement.154
The Parliament’s resolution also calls for the
European Parliament to withhold consent for
the final Transatlantic Trade and Investment
Partnership (TTIP) and suspend the Terrorist
Finance Tracking Program (TFTP) until the U.S.
makes various related concessions.155
Even though additional steps are still required before implementation, these actions
are part of a meaningful shift in EU policy away
from the previously favorable digital trade relationship it has enjoyed with the United States.
The final agreement on the Data Protection
Regulation and Directive is expected in 2015 as
the European Parliament enters negotiations
with the European Commission and the Council
of Ministers (representing the member countries)
over the final version of the legislation.156 The
demands in the resolution on mass surveillance,
which represent the opinion of the members of
Parliament, would need to be actively taken up
by the European Commission to move forward.
Minister Reding has also publicly stated that she
wants to see “the development of European

clouds” which meet new, stricter European
privacy standards, arguing that European governments can promote this “by making sure that
data processed by them are only stored in clouds
to which E.U. data protection laws and European
jurisdiction applies.”157 In June 2014, she further
asserted that “EU data protection law will apply
to non-European companies if they do business
in our territory.”158 The challenge, of course, is
that since U.S. law has traditionally given law
enforcement and intelligence agencies a legal
right to demand data from U.S. companies even
if it is stored overseas, it creates a potentially
significant contradiction with EU rules as well
as with attempts by U.S. tech companies like
Microsoft to reassure customers that their data
is secure by offering the option to store that
data outside the U.S.159

The Combined Costs of Data
Localization and Data Protection
Proposals
Some analysts have questioned whether
data localization and protection proposals are
politically motivated and if they would actually
enhance privacy and security for ordinary individuals living in foreign countries,160 especially
given the existence of similar laws in a number of countries and Mutual Legal Assistance
Treaties (MLATs) between nations that provide
cross-border access to data stored for lawful
investigations.161 Yet there is no doubt that
American companies will pay a steep price if
these policies move forward. Mandatory data
localization laws could lead to soaring costs
for major Internet companies such as Google,
Facebook, and Twitter, who would be faced
with the choice of investing in additional,
duplicative infrastructure and data centers in
order to comply with new regulations or pulling
their business out of the market altogether.162 In
testimony before Congress last November, for
example, Google’s Director of Law Enforcement
and Information Security suggested that requirements being discussed in Brazil could be so
onerous that they would effectively bar Google
from doing business in the country.163 The penalties that companies face for violating these new
rules are also significant. In some cases, unless
U.S. policy changes, it may be virtually impossible for American companies to avoid violating
either domestic or foreign laws when operating
overseas.164 The costs and legal challenges could
easily prevent firms from expanding in the first
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place or cause them to leave existing markets
because they are no longer profitable.165 ITIF’s
Daniel Castro has suggested that data privacy
rules and other restrictions could slow the
growth of the U.S. technology-services industry
by as much as four percent.166

Ironically, data localization
policies will likely degrade –
rather than improve – data
security for the countries
considering them, making
surveillance, protection
from which is the ostensible
reason for localization,
easier for domestic
governments, if not foreign
powers, to achieve.”
-Jonah Force Hill, “The Growth of
Data Localization Post-Snowden”

Data localization proposals also threaten
to undermine the functioning of the Internet,
which was built on protocols that send packets
over the fastest and most efficient route possible, regardless of physical location. If actually
implemented, policies like those suggested by
India and Brazil would subvert those protocols
by altering the way Internet traffic is routed
in order to exert more national control over
data.167 The localization of Internet traffic may
also have significant ancillary impacts on privacy and human rights by making it easier for
countries to engage in national surveillance,
censorship, and persecution of online dissidents, particularly where countries have a history of violating human rights and ignoring rule
of law.168 “Ironically, data localization policies
will likely degrade – rather than improve – data
security for the countries considering them,
making surveillance, protection from which is
the ostensible reason for localization, easier for
domestic governments, if not foreign powers, to
achieve,” writes Jonah Force Hill.169 The rise in
data localization and data protection proposals
in response to NSA surveillance threatens not
only U.S. economic interests, but also Internet
Freedom around the world.
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IV. Political Costs to U.S.
Foreign Policy
Mandatory data localization proposals
are just one of a number of ways that foreign
governments have reacted to NSA surveillance
in a manner that threatens U.S. foreign policy
interests, particularly with regard to Internet
Freedom. There has been a quiet tension
between how the U.S. approaches freedom
of expression online in its foreign policy and
its domestic laws ever since Secretary of State
Hillary Clinton effectively launched the Internet
Freedom agenda in January 2010.170 But the
NSA disclosures shined a bright spotlight on the
contradiction: the U.S. government promotes
free expression abroad and aims to prevent
repressive governments from monitoring and
censoring their citizens while simultaneously
supporting domestic laws that authorize surveillance and bulk data collection. As cybersecurity
expert and Internet governance scholar Ron

There are unintended
consequences of the NSA
scandal that will undermine
U.S. foreign policy
interests – in particular, the
‘Internet Freedom’ agenda
espoused by the U.S. State
Department and its allies.”
-Ron Deibert,
“Why NSA Spying Scares the World”
Deibert wrote a few days after the first revelations: “There are unintended consequences of
the NSA scandal that will undermine U.S. foreign
policy interests – in particular, the ‘Internet
Freedom’ agenda espoused by the U.S. State
Department and its allies.”171 Deibert accurately
predicted that the news would trigger reactions
from both policymakers and ordinary citizens
abroad, who would begin to question their
dependence on American technologies and the
hidden motivations behind the United States’
promotion of Internet Freedom. In some countries, the scandal would be used as an excuse
to revive dormant debates about dropping
American companies from official contracts,
score political points at the expense of the

United States, and even justify local monitoring
and surveillance. Deibert’s speculation has so
far proven quite prescient. As we will describe in
this section, the ongoing revelations have done
significant damage to the credibility of the U.S.
Internet Freedom agenda and further jeopardized the United States’ position in the global
Internet governance debates.
Moreover, the repercussions from NSA spying have bled over from the Internet policy realm
to impact broader U.S. foreign policy goals and
relationships with government officials and a
range of other important stakeholders abroad.
In an essay entitled, “The End of Hypocrisy:
American Foreign Policy in the Age of Leaks,” international relations scholars Henry Farrell and
Martha Finnemore argue that a critical, lasting
impact of information provided by leakers like
Edward Snowden is “the documented confirmation they provide of what the United States
is actually doing and why. When these deeds
turn out to clash with the government’s public
rhetoric, as they so often do, it becomes harder
for U.S. allies to overlook Washington’s covert
behavior and easier for U.S. adversaries to justify
their own.”172 Toward the end of the essay, Farrell
and Finnemore suggest, “The U.S. government,
its friends, and its foes can no longer plausibly
deny the dark side of U.S. foreign policy and will
have to address it head-on.” Indeed, the U.S. is
currently working to repair damaged bilateral
and multilateral relations with countries from
Germany and France to Russia and Israel,173 and
it is likely that the effects of the NSA disclosures
will be felt for years in fields far beyond Internet
policy.174

Costs to the Internet Freedom
Agenda and U.S. Credibility in
Internet Governance
“As the birthplace for so many of these
technologies, including the internet itself, we
have a responsibility to see them used for good,”
declared Secretary of State Hillary Clinton in
January 2010.175 Her speech at the Newseum in
Washington DC effectively launched the United
States’ Internet Freedom agenda, articulating
a leading role for the U.S. in using the Internet
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The U.S. government, its
friends, and its foes can no
longer plausibly deny the
dark side of U.S. foreign
policy and will have to
address it head-on.”
-Henry Farrell and Martha Finnemore,
“The End of Hypocrisy: American
Foreign Policy in an Age of Leaks”
to promote freedom of expression, freedom of
worship, and the freedom to connect around
the world. Clinton went on to give two other
major addresses on Internet Freedom, becoming the first global leader to emphasize Internet
Freedom as a foreign policy priority and urging
“countries everywhere… to join us in the bet
we have made, a bet that an open internet will
lead to stronger, more prosperous countries.”176
As Richard Fontaine and Will Rogers describe
in a seminal paper on the subject in June 2011,
“Internet Freedom, broadly defined, is the notion
that universal rights, including the freedoms of
expression, assembly and association, extend to
the digital sphere.”177
Although there were questions from the
beginning about whether the United States
would hold itself to the same high standards
domestically that it holds others to internationally,178 the American government has successfully built up a policy and programming agenda
in the past few years based on promoting an
open Internet.179 These efforts include raising
concerns over Internet repression in bilateral
dialogues with countries such as Vietnam and
China,180 supporting initiatives including the
Freedom Online Coalition, and providing over
$120 million in funding for “groups working
to advance Internet freedom – supporting
counter-censorship and secure communications technology, digital safety training, and
policy and research programs for people facing
Internet repression.”181 However, the legitimacy
of these efforts has been thrown into question
since the NSA disclosures began. “Trust has
been the principal casualty in this unfortunate
affair,” wrote Ben FitzGerald and Richard Butler
in December 2013. “The American public, our
nation’s allies, leading businesses and Internet
users around the world are losing faith in the
U.S. government’s role as the leading proponent
of a free, open and integrated global Internet.”182

Prior to the NSA revelations, the United States
was already facing an increasingly challenging
political climate as it promoted the Internet
Freedom agenda in global Internet governance
conversations. At the 2012 World Conference
on International Telecommunications (WCIT),
the U.S. and diverse group of other countries
refused to sign the updated International
Telecommunications Regulations based on
concerns that the document pushed for greater
governmental control of the Internet and would
ultimately harm Internet Freedom.183 Many observers noted that the split hardened the division
between two opposing camps in the Internet
governance debate: proponents of a status quo
multistakeholder Internet governance model,
like the United States, who argued that the existing system was the best way to preserve key
online freedoms, and those seeking to disrupt or
challenge that multistakeholder model for a variety of political and economic reasons, including
governments like Russia and China pushing for
greater national sovereignty over the Internet.184
Many of the proposals for more governmental
control over the network could be understood
as attempts by authoritarian countries to more
effectively monitor and censor their citizens,
which allowed the U.S. to reasonably maintain
some moral high ground as its delegates walked
out of the treaty conference.185 Although few
stakeholders seemed particularly pleased by
the outcome of the WCIT, reports indicate that
by the middle of 2013 the tone had shifted in
a more collaborative and positive direction
following the meetings of the 2013 World
Telecommunications/ICT Policy Forum (WTPF)
and the World Summit on Information Society +
10 (WSIS+10) review.186
However, the Internet governance conversation took a dramatic turn after the Snowden
disclosures. The annual meeting of the Freedom
Online Coalition occurred in Tunis in June
2013, just a few weeks after the initial leaks.
Unsurprisingly, surveillance dominated the
conference even though the agenda covered a
wide range of topics from Internet access and
affordability to cybersecurity.187 Throughout
the two-day event, representatives from civil
society used the platform to confront and
criticize governments about their monitoring
practices.188 NSA surveillance would continue
to be the focus of international convenings
on Internet Freedom and Internet governance
for months to come, making civil society representatives and foreign governments far less
willing to embrace the United States’ Internet
Freedom agenda or to accept its defense of the
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Trust has been the principle
casualty of this unfortunate
affair. The American public,
our nation’s allies, leading
businesses and Internet
users around the world
are losing faith in the U.S.
government’s role as the
leading proponent of a free,
open and integrated global
Internet.”
-Ben FitzGerald and Richard Butler,
“NSA Revelations: Fallout
Can Serve Our Nation”
multistakeholder model of Internet governance
as a anything other than self-serving. “One can
come up with all kinds of excuses for why US
surveillance is not hypocrisy. For example, one
might argue that US policies are more benevolent than those of many other regimes… And
one might recognize that in several cases, some
branches of government don’t know what other
branches are doing… and therefore US policy is
not so much hypocritical as it is inadvertently
contradictory,” wrote Eli Dourado, a researcher
from the Mercatus Center at George Mason
University in August 2013. “But the fact is that
the NSA is galvanizing opposition to America’s
internet freedom agenda.”189 The scandal revived proposals from both Russia and Brazil for
global management of technical standards and
domain names, whether through the ITU or
other avenues. Even developing countries, many
of whom have traditionally aligned with the U.S.
and prioritize access and affordability as top
issues, “don’t want US assistance because they
assume the equipment comes with a backdoor
for the NSA. They are walking straight into the
arms of Russia, China, and the ITU.”190
Consequently, NSA surveillance has shifted
the dynamics of the Internet governance debate in a potentially destabilizing manner. The
Snowden revelations “have also been well-received by those who seek to discredit existing
approaches to Internet governance,” wrote the
Center for Democracy & Technology’s Matthew
Shears. “There has been a long-running antipathy among a number of stakeholders to
the United States government’s perceived

control of the Internet and the dominance of
US Internet companies. There has also been
a long-running antipathy, particularly among
some governments, to the distributed and open
management of the Internet.”191 Shears points
out that evidence of the NSA’s wide-ranging
capabilities has fueled general concerns about
the current Internet governance system, bolstering the arguments of those calling for a new
government-centric governance order. At the
UN Human Rights Council in September 2013,
the representative from Pakistan—speaking on
behalf of Cuba, Venezuela, Zimbabwe, Uganda,
Ecuador, Russia, Indonesia, Bolivia, Iran, and
China—explicitly linked the revelations about
surveillance programs to the need for reforming
Internet governance processes and institutions
to give governments a larger role.192 Surveillance
issues continued to dominate the conversation
at the 2013 Internet Governance Forum in Bali
as well, where “debates on child protection,
education and infrastructure were overshadowed by widespread concerns from delegates
who said the public’s trust in the internet was
being undermined by reports of US and British
government surveillance.”193
Further complicating these conversations
is the fact that several of the institutions that
govern the technical functions of the Internet
are either tied to the American government or
are located in the United States. Internet governance scholar Milton Mueller has described how
the reaction to the NSA disclosures has become
entangled in an already contentious Internet
governance landscape. Mueller argues that,
in addition to revealing the scale and scope of
state surveillance and the preeminent role of the
United States and its partners, the NSA disclosures may push other states toward a more nationally partitioned Internet and “threaten… in a
very fundamental way the claim that the US had
a special status as neutral steward of Internet
governance.”194 These concerns were publicly
voiced in October 2013 by the heads of a number of key organizations, including the President
of the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names
and Numbers (ICANN) and the chair of the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), in the
Montevideo Statement on the Future of Internet
Cooperation. Their statement expressed “strong
concern over the undermining of the trust and
confidence of Internet users globally due to
recent revelations of pervasive monitoring and
surveillance” and “called for accelerating the
globalization of ICANN and Internet Assigned
Numbers Authority (IANA) functions, towards an
environment in which all stakeholders, including
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all governments, participate on an equal footing.”195 In particular, the process of internationalizing ICANN—which has had a contractual
relationship with the Commerce Department’s
National Telecommunications and Information
Association (NTIA) since 1998—has progressed
in recent months.196
There have been positive signs that the U.S.
is taking steps to rebuild its credibility in the
Internet governance debates and restore some
of the goodwill that was previously associated
with the Internet Freedom agenda. In parallel
to the process of ICANN internationalization,
the NTIA announced in March, that it does not
intend to renew its contract with ICANN when
it expires in 2015.197 The NTIA’s decision to voluntarily transfer oversight of the IANA functions
to a multistakeholder body demonstrates that it
is willing to fulfill longstanding commitments to
the Internet governance community rather than
fighting to maintain the status quo, as the U.S.
has sometimes done in the past.198 In a speech
earlier that month, Scott Busby, the Deputy
Assistant Secretary for Democracy, Human
Rights & Labor at the State Department, also
identified six principles to guide U.S. signals
intelligence with respect for human rights: rule
of law, legitimate purpose, non-arbitrariness,
competent authority, oversight, transparency,
and democratic accountability.199 Although
the speech contained few details on how such
policies would be implemented going forward,
Busby’s remarks indicated that the U.S. believes
that international human rights norms should
apply to surveillance.200 The language also
echoed several of the thirteen “International
Principles on the Application of Human Rights
to Communications Surveillance” that were put
forth by a coalition of civil society groups, technology and privacy experts in July 2013201 and

One can come up with all
kinds of excuses for why
US surveillance is not
hypocrisy... But the fact is
that the NSA is galvanizing
opposition to America’s
internet freedom agenda.”
-Eli Dourado,
“So much for America’s internet
freedom agenda”

incorporated into a speech by Swedish Foreign
Minister Carl Bildt in October 2013.202

Costs to Internet Freedom
Beyond Internet Governance
The effects of the NSA disclosures on the
Internet Freedom agenda go beyond the realm
of Internet governance. The loss of the United
States as a model on Internet Freedom issues
has made it harder for local civil society groups
around the world—including the groups that the
State Department’s Internet Freedom programs
typically support203—to advocate for Internet
Freedom within their own governments.204 The
Committee to Protect Journalists, for example,
reports that in Pakistan, “where freedom of
expression is largely perceived as a Western
notion, the Snowden revelations have had a
damaging effect. The deeply polarized narrative
has become starker as the corridors of power
push back on attempts to curb government
surveillance.”205 For some of these groups, in
fact, even the appearance of collaboration
with or support from the U.S. government can
diminish credibility, making it harder for them to
achieve local goals that align with U.S. foreign
policy interests.206 The gap in trust is particularly
significant for individuals and organizations that
receive funding from the U.S. government for
free expression activities or circumvention tools.
Technology supported by or exported from
the United States is, in some cases, inherently
suspect due to the revelations about the NSA’s
surveillance dragnet and the agency’s attempts
to covertly influence product development.
Moreover, revelations of what the NSA has
been doing in the past decade are eroding the
moral high ground that the United States has
often relied upon when putting public pressure
on authoritarian countries like China, Russia,
and Iran to change their behavior. In 2014,
Reporters Without Borders added the United
States to its “Enemies of the Internet” list for the
first time, explicitly linking the inclusion to NSA
surveillance. “The main player in [the United
States’] vast surveillance operation is the highly
secretive National Security Agency (NSA) which,
in the light of Snowden’s revelations, has come
to symbolize the abuses by the world’s intelligence agencies,” noted the 2014 report.207 The
damaged perception of the United States208 as
a leader on Internet Freedom and its diminished
ability to legitimately criticize other countries
for censorship and surveillance opens the door
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for foreign leaders to justify—and even expand—
their own efforts.209 For example, the Egyptian
government recently announced plans to monitor social media for potential terrorist activity,
prompting backlash from a number of advocates for free expression and privacy.210 When
a spokesman for the Egyptian Interior Ministry,
Abdel Fatah Uthman, appeared on television to
explain the policy, one justification that he offered in response to privacy concerns was that
“the US listens in to phone calls, and supervises
anyone who could threaten its national security.”211 This type of rhetoric makes it difficult for
the U.S. to effectively criticize such a policy.
Similarly, India’s comparatively mild response to
allegations of NSA surveillance have been seen
by some critics “as a reflection of India’s own
aspirations in the world of surveillance,” a further indication that U.S. spying may now make it
easier for foreign governments to quietly defend
their own behavior.212 It is even more difficult
for the United States to credibly indict Chinese
hackers for breaking into U.S. government and
commercial targets without fear of retribution in
light of the NSA revelations.213 These challenges
reflect an overall decline in U.S. soft power on
free expression issues.

[The Snowden revelations]
have also been wellreceived by those who
seek to discredit existing
approaches to Internet
governance.”
-Matthew Shears,
“Snowden and the Politics of
Internet Governance”

Broader Foreign Policy Costs
Beyond Internet Freedom, the NSA disclosures “have badly undermined U.S. credibility
with many of its allies,” Ian Bremmer argued in
Foreign Policy in November 2013.214 Similarly,
as Georg Mascolo and Ben Scott point out
about the post-Snowden world, “the shift from
an open secret to a published secret is a game
changer… it exposes the gap between what governments will tolerate from one another under
cover of darkness and what publics will tolerate
from other governments in the light of day.”215
From stifled negotiations with close allies like

France and Germany to more tense relations
with emerging powers including Brazil and
China, the leaks have undoubtedly weakened
the American position in international relations,
opening up the United States to new criticism
and political maneuvering that would have been
far less likely a year ago.216
U.S. allies like France, Israel, and Germany
are upset by the NSA’s actions, as their reactions
to the disclosures make clear.217 Early reports
about close allies threatening to walk out of
negotiations with the United States—such as
calls by the French government to delay EU-U.S.
trade talks in July 2013 until the U.S. government answered European questions about the
spying allegations218—appear to be exaggerated,
but there has certainly been fallout from the
disclosures. For months after the first Snowden
leaks, German Chancellor Angela Merkel
would not visit the United States until the two
countries signed a “no-spy” agreement—a document essentially requiring the NSA to respect
German law and rights of German citizens in
its activities. When Merkel finally agreed come
to Washington, D.C. in May 2014, tensions rose
quickly because the two countries were unable
to reach an agreement on intelligence sharing,
despite the outrage provoked by news that the
NSA had monitored Merkel’s own communications.219 Even as Obama and Merkel attempted
to present a unified front while they threatened
additional sanctions against Russia over the
crisis in the Ukraine, it was evident that relations
are still strained between the two countries.
While President Obama tried to keep up the
appearance of cordial relations at a joint press
conference, Merkel suggested that it was too
soon to return to “business as usual” when tensions still remain over U.S. spying allegations.220
The Guardian called the visit “frosty” and “awkward.”221 The German Parliament has also begun
hearings to investigate the revelations and suggested that it is weighing further action against
the United States.222
Moreover, the disclosures have weakened
the United States’ relationship with emerging
powers like Brazil, where the fallout from
NSA surveillance threatens to do more lasting
damage. Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff has
seized on the NSA disclosures as an opportunity
to broaden Brazil’s influence not only in the
Internet governance field, but also on a broader
range of geopolitical issues. Her decision not to
attend an October 2013 meeting with President
Barack Obama at the White House was a direct response to NSA spying—and a serious,
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The main player in [the
United States’] vast
surveillance operation
is the highly secretive
National Security Agency
(NSA) which, in the light
of Snowden’s revelations,
has come to symbolize
the abuses by the world’s
intelligence agencies.”
-Reporters Without Borders,
2014 “Enemies of the Internet” Report
high-profile snub. In addition to cancelling what
would have been the first state visit by a Brazilian
president to the White House in nearly 20 years,
Rousseff’s decision marked the first time a world
leader had turned down a state dinner with the
President of the United States.223 In his statement
on the postponement, President Obama was
forced to address the issue of NSA surveillance

directly, acknowledging “that he understands
and regrets the concerns disclosures of alleged
U.S. intelligence activities have generated in
Brazil and made clear that he is committed to
working together with President Rousseff and
her government in diplomatic channels to move
beyond this issue as a source of tension in our
bilateral relationship.”224
Many observers have noted that the Internet
Freedom agenda could be one of the first casualties of the NSA disclosures. The U.S. government
is fighting an uphill battle at the moment to
regain credibility in international Internet governance debates and to defend its moral high
ground as a critic of authoritarian regimes that
limit freedom of expression and violate human
rights online. Moreover, the fallout from the
NSA’s surveillance activities has spilled over into
other areas of U.S. foreign policy and currently
threatens bilateral relations with a number of key
allies. Going forward, it is critical that decisions
about U.S. spying are made in consideration of
a broader set of interests so that they do not
impede—or, in some cases, completely undermine—U.S. foreign policy goals.
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V. Costs to Cybersecurity
We have previously focused on the economic and political repercussions of the NSA
disclosures both in the United States and abroad.
In this section, we consider the impact on the
Internet itself and the ways in which the NSA has
both weakened overall trust in the network and
directly harmed the security of the Internet.
Certainly, the actions of the NSA have created a serious trust and credibility problem for
the United States and its Internet industry. “All of
this denying and lying results in us not trusting
anything the NSA says, anything the president
says about the NSA, or anything companies say
about their involvement with the NSA,” wrote
security expert Bruce Schneier in September
2013.225 However, beyond undermining faith in
American government and business, a variety of
the NSA’s efforts have undermined trust in the
security of the Internet itself. When Internet
users transmit or store their information using
the Internet, they believe—at least to a certain
degree—that the information will be protected
from unwanted third-party access. Indeed, the
continued growth of the Internet as both an
economic engine and an as avenue for private
communication and free expression relies on
that trust. Yet, as the scope of the NSA’s surveillance dragnet and its negative impact on cybersecurity comes into greater focus, that trust in
the Internet is eroding.226
Trust is essential for a healthy functioning
society. As economist Joseph Stiglitz explains,
“Trust is what makes contracts, plans and
everyday transactions possible; it facilitates
the democratic process, from voting to law
creation, and is necessary for social stability.”227

All of this denying and lying
results in us not trusting
anything the NSA says,
anything the president says
about the NSA, or anything
companies say about their
involvement with the NSA.”
-Bruce Schneier,
“The Only Way to Restore Trust
in the NSA”

Individuals rely on online systems and services
for a growing number of sensitive activities,
including online banking and social services,
and they must be able to trust that the data they
are transmitting is safe. In particular, trust and
authentication are essential components of the
protocols and standards engineers develop to
create a safer and more secure Internet, including encryption.228 The NSA’s work to undermine
the tools and standards that help ensure cybersecurity—especially its work to thwart encryption—also undermines trust in the safety of the
overall network. Moreover, it reduces trust in the
United States itself, which many now perceive as
a nation that exploits vulnerabilities in the interest of its own security.220 This loss of trust can
have a chilling effect on the behavior of Internet
users worldwide.230 Unfortunately, as we detail
below, the growing loss of trust in the security
of Internet as a result of the latest disclosures
is largely warranted. Based on the news stories
of the past year, it appears that the Internet is
far less secure than people thought—a direct
result of the NSA’s actions. These actions can be
traced to a core contradiction in NSA’s two key
missions: information assurance—protecting
America’s and Americans’ sensitive data—and
signals intelligence—spying on telephone and
electronic communications for foreign intelligence purposes.
In the Internet era, these two missions of
the NSA are in obvious tension. The widespread
adoption of encryption technology to secure
Internet communications is considered one of
the largest threats to the NSA’s ability to carry
out the goals of its signals intelligence mission.
As the National Journal explained, “strong
Internet security actually makes the NSA’s job
harder.”231 In the 1990s, the NSA lost the public
policy battle to mandate that U.S. technology
companies adopt a technology called the
“Clipper Chip” that would give the government
the ability to decrypt private communications,232
and since then strong encryption technology
has become a bedrock technology when it
comes to the security of the Internet. The
NSA lost that early battle against encryption,
sometimes called the “Crypto War,”233 not only
due to vocal opposition from privacy and civil
liberties stakeholders, but also because the
private sector convinced policymakers that
subverting the security of American communications technology products would undermine
the U.S. technology industry and the growth of
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the Internet economy as a whole.234 However, as
an explosive New York Times story first revealed
in September 2013, the NSA has apparently
continued to fight the “Crypto War” in secret,
clandestinely inserting backdoors into secure
products and working to weaken key encryption standards.235 “For the past decade, N.S.A.
has led an aggressive, multipronged effort to
break widely used Internet encryption technologies,” said a 2010 memo from the Government
Communications Headquarters (GCHQ), the
NSA’s British counterpart. “Cryptanalytic capabilities are now coming online. Vast amounts of
encrypted Internet data which have up till now
been discarded are now exploitable.”236

in pursuit of its signals intelligence goals: (1) by
deliberately engineering weaknesses into widely-used encryption standards; (2) by inserting
surveillance backdoors in widely-used software
and hardware products; (3) by stockpiling information about security vulnerabilities for its own
use rather than disclosing those vulnerabilities so
that they can be remedied; and (4) by engaging
in a wide variety of offensive hacking techniques
to compromise the integrity of computer systems and networks around the world, including
impersonating the web sites of major American
companies like Facebook and LinkedIn.

For the past decade, N.S.A.
has led an aggressive,
multipronged effort to
break widely used Internet
encryption technologies...
Cryptanalytic capabilities
are now coming online.
Vast amounts of encrypted
Internet data which have up
till now been discarded are
now exploitable.”

Compromising Security Standards:
How the NSA deliberately
engineers weaknesses into widelyused encryption standards

-British Government Communications
Headquarters (GCHQ) Internal Memo
Given the amount of information the NSA
is collecting, it is not surprising that the agency
would also take aggressive steps to improve its
ability to read that information. According to the
“black budget” released by The Washington Post
in August 2013, 21 percent of the intelligence
budget (roughly $11 billion) goes toward the
Consolidated Cryptologic Program, with a staff
of 35,000 in the NSA and the armed forces’
surveillance and code breaking units.237 “The
resources devoted to signals intercepts are
extraordinary,” wrote Barton Gellman and Greg
Miller.238 However, the agency has employed
a variety of methods to achieve this goal far
beyond simple code-breaking—methods that
directly undermine U.S. cybersecurity, not just
against the NSA, but also against foreign governments, organized crime, and other malicious
actors. In this section, we consider four different
ways that the NSA has damaged cybersecurity

Because of United States’ critical role in
the development of the Internet, U.S.-based
organizations and government agencies have
historically been central to standards setting
and oversight of key Internet functions, particularly through the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST). NIST is the Commerce
Department agency responsible for setting
scientific and technical standards that both the
government and the private sector rely upon.239
As outlined in the 2002 Federal Information
Security Management Act (FISMA), NIST has
a statutory obligation to consult with the NSA
on certain standards and guidelines “to assure,
to the maximum extent feasible, that such
standards and guidelines are complementary
with standards and guidelines developed for
national security systems.”240 The Snowden
leaks revealed that the NSA took advantage of
that position to influence the standards-setting
process to weaken encryption standards to
the agency’s benefit. According to documents
released by The Guardian, The New York Times,
and ProPublica in September 2013, the NSA
“worked covertly to get its own version of a
draft security standard issued by the US National
Institute of Standards and Technology approved
for worldwide use in 2006.”241 This standard was
later adopted by the International Organization
for Standardization, a body with membership
from countries all over the world. A number of
experts suspected that the NSA had engineered
a weakness in the standard that two Microsoft
cryptographers discovered in 2007, and the
classified memos released last year apparently
confirm that this was the case. According to The
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New York Times, “The N.S.A. wrote the standard
and aggressively pushed it on the international
group, privately calling the effort ‘a challenge in
finesse.’”242
A few days after details about the compromised standard were revealed by the press,
RSA Security—an American network security
company that publicly fought against the
Clipper Chip in the 1990s243—privately alerted
its customers that they should stop using an
encryption algorithm that had been influenced
by the NSA. Officials advised customers that one
of the cryptography components in the BSAFE
toolkit and Data Protection Manager by default
used a specification known as Dual_EC_DRBG
when generating keys.244 Although NIST approved Dual_EC_DRBG in 2006, the Snowden
documents revealed that the random number
generator contained a vulnerability engineered
by the NSA. According to the Wall Street Journal,
the announcement marked one of the first times
that a security company had acknowledged
the U.S. government’s involvement in direct
tampering with a product in order to facilitate
access.245 The BSAFE library has been used in a
number of products, including some versions of
the McAfee Firewall Enterprise Control Center,
and, according to Ars Technica, the backdoor
“means that an untold number of third-party
products may be bypassed not only by advanced
intelligence agencies, but possibly by other
adversaries who have the resources to carry out
attacks that use specially designed hardware
to quickly cycle through possible keys until the
correct one is guessed.”246 Documents released
a few months later, in December 2013, revealed
that RSA had a secret $10 million contract with
the NSA wherein the security company agreed
to set the compromised standard as the default
in a number of its BSAFE products.247

The allegation that NSA has,
or had, a program designed
to insert weaknesses into
global cryptographic
standards… calls into
question the integrity… of all
the cryptographic standards
developed by NIST.”
-Ellen Richey,
Executive Vice President of Visa

Many cryptographers and security researchers have been skeptical of the NIST process for
years, although they are heavily reliant upon the
organization for everything from random number generators to more complex functions.248
While NIST has said it would never “deliberately
weaken a cryptographic standard,” it is unclear
whether the agency was aware that the NSA was
aggressively pushing for it to adopt a compromised standard.249 Both NIST and the NSA issued
statements after the stories broke in September
2013 defending the standard, although NIST’s
statement indicated that the agency would also
evaluate its processes to ensure that they were
open, transparent, and held to high professional
standards.250 Yet, it is clear that, at least in part as
a result of the NSA’s effort to exert its pervasive
influence and perceived security expertise, NIST
issued a compromised algorithm that was included for almost a decade in the cryptographic
libraries of major tech companies, including
Microsoft, Cisco, Symantec and RSA, because it
was required for eligibility for government contracts.251 “The impact of weakening a standard
may be even greater than a weakening a specific
product or service because that one standard
may be used in so many different products
and services,” notes a recent report from the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
in the U.S.252 Although some have argued that
the compromised algorithm was not widely-used, its presence in a number of products
nonetheless diminishes America’s reputation as
a standards-setter, which is viewed as increasingly critical as foreign competition for products
and software intensifies. Meddling with standards can undermine American industry, adding
economic costs on top of security concerns.253
Weakening cryptographic standards demonstrably harms Internet security. It also hurts
the credibility of NIST, which has been directed
by President Obama to draft cybersecurity
guidelines for critical infrastructure including
telephone systems and power plants. “Suspicions
of NSA intervention in NIST standards in support
of the NSA intelligence mission have a negative
effect on NIST’s reputation and the credibility of
the standards NIST develops… [T]hey also have
a negative effect on the credibility of US industry that implements those standards and thus
on international competitiveness,” observed
Microsoft’s Steven B. Lipner.254 Put simply, “NIST
is operating with a trust deficit right now,” said
Chris Soghoian of the American Civil Liberties
Union to the National Journal.255 As part of
an effort to begin rebuilding that trust, NIST
announced in May 2014 that it would begin a
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review of its cryptographic standards and guidelines program with the help of a panel of outside
experts known as the Visiting Committee on
Advanced Technology (VCAT).256 In July 2014,
the VCAT issued a report that examined the
agency’s processes and relationship with the
NSA, outlining a series of recommendations to
rebuild its credibility.257 These recommendations
included improving transparency and openness
around NIST processes, increasing the technical
staff at NIST, and clarifying NIST’s relationship
with the NSA.258 As Ellen Richey, an Executive
Vice President at Visa, Inc. and member of the
VCAT, noted in her assessment, “The allegation
that NSA has, or had, a program designed to
insert weaknesses into global cryptographic
standards… calls into question the integrity…
of all the cryptographic standards developed
by NIST,” adding that, “Participants in the development process should understand that the
risk from conflicts of interest arises from the
appearance of impropriety, even in the absence
of actual misconduct.”259
With regard to redefining or clarifying NIST’s
statutory relationship to the NSA, parallel efforts
are underway in Congress as well. In May 2014,
the House Science and Technology Committee
voted to adopt an amendment to the Frontiers in
Innovation, Research, Science, and Technology
(FIRST) Act offered by Representative Alan
Grayson (D-FL) which would remove the requirement that the NSA be consulted on encryption standards, allowing NIST to request NSA
assistance on an as-needed basis instead.260 A
similar amendment proposed by Representative
Grayson that would prohibit the NSA from using
appropriations funds to interfere with NIST’s
security standards was approved by the House
in June 2014 as part of a defense appropriations
bill.261 However, it remains to be seen if such a
measure will ultimately be passed into law.

Creating Security Vulnerabilities:
How the NSA secretly inserts
surveillance backdoors into
widely-used hardware and
software products
In addition to influencing standards-setting
bodies, the NSA also goes straight to American
and international tech companies to ensure that
it can exploit vulnerabilities in their products.
The NSA spends $250 million a year—more

than 20 times what it spends on the much-discussed PRISM program—on a project to develop relationships with companies in order to
weaken standards and convince them to insert
backdoors into their products. According to
documents released by ProPublica, the NSA’s
SIGINT Enabling Project “actively engages the
US and foreign IT industries to covertly influence and/or overtly leverage their commercial
products’ designs. These design changes make
the systems in question exploitable through
SIGINT collection.”262 The Fiscal Year 2013
budget documents indicate that the goals of
the project include inserting vulnerabilities into
commercial encryption systems, IT networks,
and communications devices as well as making
it easier to exploit next generation encryption
used for 4G wireless networks. The documents
reference “continued partnerships with major
telecommunications carriers to shape the global
network to benefit other collection accesses”
and other relationships with commercial IT
providers.263 One of the goals for that year is to
“shape the worldwide commercial cryptography marketplace to make it more tractable to
advanced cryptanalytic capabilities being developed by NSA/CSS [Central Security Service].”264
Programs like SIGINT Enabling are a central
piece of the NSA’s covert strategy to weaken
commercial encryption, demonstrating how the
agency switched from a public approach for a
government mandate in the 1990s to developing a set of private partnerships with the tech
industry over the past two decades. “Basically,
the NSA asks companies to subtly change their
products in undetectable ways: making the
random number generator less random, leaking
the key somehow, adding a common exponent
to a public-key exchange protocol, and so on,”
explains Bruce Schneier. “If the back door is discovered, it’s explained away as a mistake. And as
we now know, the NSA has enjoyed enormous
success from this program.”265
Beyond SIGINT Enabling, the NSA appears
to have other programs aimed at leveraging
private sector relationships to insert and
maintain vulnerabilities in commercial products as well. According to The Guardian, the
NSA’s Commercial Solutions center—the
program which offers technology companies
an opportunity to have their security products assessed and presented to prospective
government buyers266—is also quietly used by
the NSA to “leverage sensitive, co-operative
relationships with specific industry partners” to
insert vulnerabilities into those security tools.267
Similarly, a general classification guide details
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the relationships between industry partners
and the NSA, as well as the agency’s ability to
modify commercial encryption software and
devices to “make them exploitable” and obtain
otherwise proprietary information about the
nature of company’s cryptographic systems.268
Even before SIGINT Enabling was disclosed, The
Guardian reported that the NSA worked with
Microsoft directly to circumvent the encryption
on popular services including Skype, Outlook,
and SkyDrive,269 although Microsoft denies
those allegations.270 New information has also
come to light about backdoors planted in foreign-bound network routers from companies
like Cisco, apparently without the knowledge of
the companies that sell them.271 Cisco CEO John
Chambers also spoke out after the May 2014
revelations that the NSA had inserted backdoors
into network routers, writing a letter to the
Obama Administration asking it to curtail the
NSA’s surveillance activities and institute reforms
that rein in its seemingly-unchecked power.272 In
a blog post, Cisco’s Senior Vice President Mark
Chandler wrote, “We comply with US laws… we
ought to be able to count on the government
to then not interfere with the lawful delivery
of our products in the form in which we have
manufactured them. To do otherwise, and to
violate legitimate privacy rights of individuals
and institutions around the world, undermines
confidence in our industry.”273

We comply with US laws…
we ought to be able to count
on the government to then
not interfere with the lawful
delivery of our products in
the form in which we have
manufactured them.“
-Mark Chandler,
Cisco Senior Vice President
The existence of these programs, in addition to undermining confidence in the Internet
industry, creates real security concerns. The
SIGINT Enabling budget request suggests
that the secrecy of the endeavor acts as a
safeguard against any security concerns about
the manufactured vulnerabilities, including
an assurance that “to the consumer and other
adversaries, however, the systems’ security
remains intact.”274 This assertion relies on the

false assumption that if the program is not made
public, then others will never discover or exploit
those vulnerabilities—and that the program’s
benefits outweigh the cost.275 Stephanie Pell, a
non-resident fellow at the Center for Internet
and Society at Stanford Law School and a former prosecutor at the Department of Justice,
explains in a recent paper that “building in
back door access…inevitably produces security
vulnerabilities” because such back doors “create
additional ‘attack surfaces.’”276 And as security
researcher Dr. Susan Landau noted in testimony
to Congress, “building wiretapping [capabilities]
into communications infrastructure creates serious risk that the communications system will
be subverted either by trusted insiders or skilled
outsiders, including foreign governments,
hackers, identity thieves and perpetrators of
economic espionage.277 Furthermore, creating
a back door in an encrypted communications
service requires access to the unencrypted data,
which means that “if and when security flaws
in the system are discovered and exploited,
the worst case scenario will be unauthorized
access to users’ communications… [W]hen
compromised, an encrypted communications
system with a lawful interception back door is
far more likely to result in the catastrophic loss
of communications confidentiality than a system that never has access to the unencrypted
communications of its users.”278
The fact that only the NSA was supposed to
know about these backdoors does not alleviate
the concerns. Matthew Green, a cryptography
researcher at Johns Hopkins University, warned
in The New York Times that “the risk is that
when you build a back door into systems, you’re
not the only one to exploit it,” since anyone
else who discovers the weakness, including
U.S. adversaries, can exploit it as well.279 These
risks are not theoretical; there are numerous
examples where technologies intended to facilitate lawful intercepts of communications have
created additional vulnerabilities and security
holes that have been exploited by unauthorized
actors.280 As the white paper from the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers concludes, “While the debate over how we should
value both privacy and security is important, it
misses a critical point: The United States might
have compromised both security and privacy in
a failed attempt to improve security.”281
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Withholding Security Vulnerabilities:
How the NSA stockpiles information
about software and hardware
vulnerabilities rather than
responsibly disclosing them to
companies
In April 2014, Bloomberg reported that the
NSA had known for at least two years about the
Heartbleed bug, a security vulnerability in the
OpenSSL protocol that reportedly affected millions of websites worldwide, “and regularly used
it to gather critical intelligence.”282 Although the
allegations—which the Office of the Director of
National Intelligence quickly denied—appear
to be false,283 the story turned the spotlight on
one of the least reported NSA practices: that the
agency routinely stockpiles knowledge about
security holes that it discovers so that it can later
exploit the vulnerabilities to collect information
or infect target devices with malware, rather
than disclosing the vulnerabilities to companies
so that they can be patched.284 The practice was
referred to indirectly or in passing in a number
of the stories about the NSA programs, particularly in the December 2013 Der Spiegel series
describing the behavior of the NSA’s Tailored
Access Operations Unit.285 But the emphasis at
that time was on the malicious activity the NSA
was able to carry out as a result of those vulnerabilities, and not on the security risk created
by the stockpiling itself, which leaves companies
and ordinary users open to attack not just from
the NSA but from anyone who discovers or
learns about the flaws.

While the debate over
how we should value both
privacy and security is
important, it misses a critical
point: The United States
might have compromised
both security and privacy in
a failed attempt to improve
security.”
-IEEE-USA,
“Risking it All: Unlocking the Backdoor
to the Nation’s Cybersecurity”

In recent years, a substantial market for
information about security vulnerabilities has
sprung up, with governments joining companies and security researchers in hunting for
and trading information about how to exploit
holes in mass-market software and services.286
According to the leaks, the NSA and related
branches of the U.S. intelligence apparatus spend
millions of dollars looking for software flaws
and other vulnerabilities, targeting everything
from the commercial software sold by American
companies to widely used open-source protocols like OpenSSL.287 The NSA employs more
than a thousand researchers and experts using
a variety of sophisticated techniques to look for
bugs.288 ‘Zero-day’ exploits, a term that refers
to vulnerabilities that have been discovered but
have not yet been disclosed to the public or the
vendor,289 are particularly coveted because it is
much harder to protect systems from an attack
against an unknown weakness. “Not surprisingly,
officials at the N.S.A. and at its military partner,
the United States Cyber Command, warned that
giving up the capability to exploit undisclosed
vulnerabilities would amount to ‘unilateral disarmament,’” wrote cybersecurity expert David
E. Sanger.290 According to Sanger, one senior
White House official told him, “I can’t imagine
the president — any president — entirely giving
up a technology that might enable him some
day to take a covert action that could avoid a
shooting war.”291
In theory, the NSA’s dual mission of carrying
out signals intelligence (SIGINT) and protecting
communications security (COMSEC) for military
and diplomatic communications should be
mutually beneficial when it comes to vulnerabilities and exploits, because SIGINT could inform
COMSEC about potential weaknesses and vice
versa. However, as Steven Bellovin, Matt Blaze,
Sandy Clark, and Susan Landau write, “reality
is in fact very different. COMSEC’s awareness
of the need to secure certain communications
channels has often been thwarted by SIGINT’s
desire that patching be delayed so that it can
continue to exploit traffic using the vulnerability in question.”292 When the NSA discovers
vulnerabilities in communications technologies
and other products, it has a strong disincentive
to promptly disclose those vulnerabilities to the
companies since the companies will patch them,
forcing the NSA to look for new ways to access
the information it seeks. Thus—as in the case of
encryption standards—the NSA’s signals intelligence mission has interfered with the NSA’s
information assurance mission, and the agency
has built a massive catalogue of software and
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hardware vulnerabilities that is has stockpiled
for its own purposes rather than disclosing them
to vendors so that they can be fixed.293

US policy should generally
move to ensure that Zero
Days are quickly blocked,
so that the underlying
vulnerabilities are patched
on US Government and other
networks... Eliminating the
vulnerabilities—‘patching’
them—strengthens the
security of US Government,
critical infrastructure, and
other computer systems.”
-The President’s Review Group on
Intelligence and Communications
Technologies
The Director of National Intelligence recently revealed the existence of an interagency
process—referred to as the “Vulnerabilities
Equities Process”—designed to facilitate the responsible disclosure of vulnerabilities,294 but the
extent to which the NSA provides information
through the process is unclear.295 NSA Director
and Commander of U.S. Cyber Command Vice
Admiral Michael S. Rogers explained to the
Senate Armed Services Committee during his
confirmation that “within NSA, there is a…process for handling ‘0-day’ vulnerabilities discovered in any commercial product or system (not
just software) utilized by the U.S. and its allies…
[where] all vulnerabilities discovered by NSA…
are documented, subject to full analysis, and
acted upon promptly.”296 However, NSA representatives revealed few details about the depth
of information on zero-day vulnerabilities the
agency holds, its internal process for deciding
when to disclose a vulnerability, and whether or
how that process interacts with the interagency
process.297 Meanwhile, the White House has
stated that a review of the interagency process
is currently underway in response to the recommendations of the President’s NSA Review
Group. Michael Daniel, a Special Assistant to the
President and Cybersecurity Coordinator, asserted that the Intelligence Community should

not abandon the use of vulnerabilities as a tactic
for intelligence collection, but did acknowledge
that “building up a huge stockpile of undisclosed
vulnerabilities while leaving the Internet vulnerable and the American people unprotected
would not be in our national security interest.”298
The White House purports to maintain a
“bias” in the Vulnerabilities Equities Process toward public disclosure in the absence of a clear
national security or law enforcement need,299 but
the scope of the NSA’s vulnerabilities stockpile
calls into question how effective this mysterious
disclosure process really is. Furthermore, the
government’s repeated assertions that it has “reinvigorated” the interagency process in response
to the President’s NSA Review Group report
suggests that it has not previously been strongly
implemented or consistently followed.300 The
President’s Review Group report recommended that “US policy should generally move to
ensure that Zero Days are quickly blocked, so
that the underlying vulnerabilities are patched
on US Government and other networks.”301 The
authors went on to explain that “eliminating
the vulnerabilities—‘patching’ them—strengthens
the security of US Government, critical infrastructure, and other computer systems.” The
group did carve out a narrow exception for a
brief authorization for the delay of notification
or patching of a zero-day vulnerability, but
only for “high priority intelligence collection,
following senior, interagency review involving
all appropriate departments.”302 Security experts
like Bellovin et al. also highlight that disclosure
should be the default response, especially when
the vulnerability itself may create a national
security risk, such as affecting network routers
and switches.303

Hacking the Internet: How
the NSA uses a wide variety of
offensive hacking techniques to
compromise computer systems
and networks around the world
Relying on weakened encryption standards,
surveillance backdoors created with or without
company knowledge and assistance, and its
massive catalogue of security vulnerabilities,
the NSA engages in a wide variety of offensive
hacking through which it has built a massive
network of compromised computers systems
and networks around the world. Much of this
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is done through an elite group known as the
Tailored Access Operations (TAO) unit, which
Der Spiegel likened to “a squad of plumbers
that can be called in when normal access to a
target is blocked.”304 TAO employees specialize
in Computer Network Exploitation to “subvert
endpoint devices” such as computers, routers,
phones, servers, and SCADA systems. They have
developed a range of sophisticated tools to help
them effectuate network intrusions that are
undetectable by anti-virus software and are otherwise nearly impossible to find.305 As Schneier
puts it, “TAO has a menu of exploits it can serve
up against your computer… and a variety of
tricks to get them on to your computer... These
are hacker tools designed by hackers with an
essentially unlimited budget.”306
One tactic for quietly scooping up vast
amounts of data is to target the infrastructure
around networks and network providers, including the undersea fiber optic cables that
carry global Internet traffic from one continent
to another. Leaked documents reveal that in
February 2013 the NSA successfully hacked the
SEA-ME-WE-4 cable system, which originates
in France and connects Europe to the Middle
East and North Africa.307 Reports also suggest
that the NSA has hacked fiber optic links connecting Google and Facebook data centers
located outside of the United States.308 For
access to messages that are encrypted, the NSA
maintains an internal database through its Key
Provisioning Service which has encryption keys
for a wide array of commercial products. A separate unit within the agency, the Key Recovery
Service, exists for the purpose of trying to obtain
keys that are not already a part of the NSA’s
database. According to The New York Times,
“How keys are acquired is shrouded in secrecy,

TAO has a menu of exploits
it can serve up against your
computer… and a variety of
tricks to get them on to your
computer... These are hacker
tools designed by hackers
with an essentially unlimited
budget.”
-Bruce Schneier,
”NSA Surveillance: A Guide
to Staying Secure”

but independent cryptographers say many are
probably collected by hacking into companies’
computer servers, where they are stored.”309
The NSA has also been working on ways to
track and access the communications of users
of anonymity tools such as Tor. According to The
Guardian, the NSA “has made repeated attempts
to develop attacks against people using Tor,”
including targeting the Firefox web browser
used with Tor and tracking signals entering and
leaving the Tor network to try to de-anonymize
its users.310 Originally a project of the U.S.
Naval Research Laboratory, Tor is a service that
attempts to protect user identities by routing
traffic through a network of virtual tunnels.
According to the project website, “Tor helps to
reduce the risks of both simple and sophisticated traffic analysis by distributing your transactions over several places on the Internet, so no
single point can link you to your destination.”311
One de-anonymization technique the NSA has
tried against Tor is “based on a long-discussed
theoretical weakness of the network: that if one
agency controlled a large number of the ‘exits’
from the Tor network, they could identify a large
amount of the traffic passing through it”—although it remains unclear how many Tor nodes
the NSA actually operates and whether the
tracking was successfully implemented.312 A different program called EgotisticalGiraffe exploits
a vulnerability in the Firefox browser to perform
a ‘man-in-the-middle’ attack on Tor users.313
Still other projects attempt to identify users by
measuring the timing of messages going in and
out of the network and by deliberately trying to
disrupt or degrade Tor traffic to force users off of
the service. As The Guardian points out, attempts
by the NSA to undermine the Tor network are
particularly interesting given the fact that Tor is
largely funded by other parts of the U.S. government, including the State Department’s Internet
Freedom program, as part of an effort to protect
free expression online.314
One of the crown jewels of the NSA’s offensive capabilities is the “QUANTUMTHEORY”
toolbox, which the agency deploys to insert malware on to target computers through a variety of
tactics.315 According to Der Spiegel, an internal
NSA presentation about QUANTUM capabilities
lists a wide range of popular American companies as targets, including Facebook, Google,
Yahoo, LinkedIn, and YouTube. The agency
has used the program to spy on high-ranking
members of the Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC), while its British
counterpart GCHQ relied on the capabilities to
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The US government should
be the champion for the
internet, not a threat.”
-Mark Zuckerberg,
CEO of Facebook
attack computers of Belgacom, a telecommunications company partly owned by the Belgian
government.316 One QUANTUM tactic is to insert
malware by impersonating these companies and
redirecting traffic to the NSA’s own servers to
obtain access to sensitive information or insert
malware.317 The NSA and GCHQ have masqueraded as both LinkedIn and Facebook on various
occasions, and have reportedly attempted to
spoof Google as well.318 The reaction to this news
from major American tech companies has been
swift, public, and decisively critical of the U.S.
government. Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg
publicly blasted the Obama administration in
March for the breach of trust as well as personally calling the President to voice his concerns.319
“The US government should be the champion
for the internet, not a threat,” Zuckerberg wrote
in a post on his Facebook page, expressing his

frustration about the slow speed of the reform
process.320
Using capabilities like those in its QUANTUM
toolbox to insert malware and the TURBINE system for command and control of that malware,
the NSA has exploited innumerable computers
and networks across the globe. Each computer
or network that is infected enables the infection
of even more computers and networks—with
NSA’s ultimate goal being the insertion of millions of software implants across the Internet.321
Taken together, the NSA activities described
in this section—the undermining of encryption,
the insertion of backdoors, the stockpiling of
vulnerabilities, and the building of a massive
malware network that relies on the impersonation of American companies—represent a
fundamental threat not just to the U.S. Internet
economy but to cybersecurity itself. Yet, like
the other costs discussed in this paper, they
are often ignored when discussing the NSA’s
surveillance programs, in favor of a simplistic
debate over security versus liberty.
We literally cannot afford to continue ignoring these costs.
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VI. Conclusion and
Recommendations
This paper has attempted to quantify and
categorize a variety of the costs of the NSA
surveillance programs, demonstrating the negative impact on the U.S. and global economy,
American foreign policy interests, and the security of the Internet itself. Our findings indicate
that the actions of the National Security Agency
have already begun and will continue to cause
significant damage to the interests of the United
States and the global Internet community.
American companies have reported declining
sales overseas and lost business, especially as
foreign companies turn protection from NSA
spying into a competitive advantage. This erosion in trust threatens to do the most immediate
damage to the cloud computing industry, which
could lose billions of dollars in the next three to
five years as a result. The rise of proposals from
foreign governments looking to implement data
localization requirements or much stronger data
protection laws could also compound these
losses and force changes to the architecture
of the global network itself. In its foreign policy
objectives, the United States has lost significant
credibility not only with respect to the Internet
Freedom agenda, but also in terms of broader
bilateral and multilateral relations with both
friendly and adversarial nations. Revelations
about the extent of NSA surveillance have already colored a number of critical interactions
with nations such as Germany and Brazil in the
past year. And finally, the NSA has seriously undermined Internet security in the past decade,
by weakening international encryption standards, mandating the insertion of backdoors
into Internet products, stockpiling security
vulnerabilities rather than responsibly disclosing
them to vendors, and carrying out a variety of
other offensive hacking operations.
The U.S. government has already taken
limited steps to mitigate this damage and begin
the slow, difficult process of rebuilding trust in
the United States as a responsible steward of the
Internet. However, the reform efforts to date
have been relatively narrow, focusing primarily
on the surveillance programs’ impact on the
rights of U.S. citizens, and failing to address
other key concerns. In addition to the risk of violating the privacy and civil liberties of Americans,
the President’s NSA Review Group highlights a
number of other areas where the NSA programs
threaten our national interests. The potential

effects of surveillance in our relations with other
nations are concerning, especially among “our
close allies and others with whom we share values, interests, or both. Unnecessary or excessive
surveillance can create risks that outweigh any
gain.”322 The Review Group adds that “surveillance and the acquisition of information might
have harmful effects on commerce, especially
if it discourages people – either citizens of the
United States or others – from using certain
communications providers.”323 Given the diverse array of concerns, we make the following
recommendations aimed at restoring trust in
American companies and the credibility of the
U.S. government, as well as fostering a more
open and secure Internet for users worldwide:
1.

Strengthen privacy protections for both
Americans and non-Americans, within the
United States and extraterritorially.

2. Provide for increased transparency around
government surveillance, both from the
government and companies.
3. Recommit to the Internet Freedom agenda
in a way that directly addresses issues raised
by NSA surveillance, including moving
toward international human rights-based
standards on surveillance.
4. Begin the process of restoring trust in cryptography standards through the National
Institute of Standards and Technology.
5. Ensure that the U.S. government does
not undermine cybersecurity by inserting
surveillance backdoors into hardware or
software products.
6. Help to eliminate security vulnerabilities in
software, rather than stockpile them.
7.

Develop clear policies about whether, when,
and under what legal standards it is permissible for the government to secretly install
malware on a computer or in a network.

8. Separate the offensive and defensive functions of the NSA in order to minimize conflicts of interest.
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Strengthen privacy protections for both
Americans and non-Americans, within
the United States and extraterritorially.
The NSA mass surveillance programs
described in the introduction, conducted domestically pursuant to USA PATRIOT Act Section
215 and FISA Amendments Act Section 702 and
conducted outside the U.S. under Executive
Order 12333, have arguably had the greatest
and most immediate impact on America’s tech
industry and global standing. Strictly limiting the
scope and purpose of surveillance under these
authorities—not just in regard to surveillance of
Americans but of non-Americans as well—will
be critical to regaining the trust of individuals,
companies and countries around the world, as
well as stemming the economic and political
costs of the NSA programs.
The President’s NSA Review Group acknowledged the need for such reform in its report on
surveillance programs, affirming that “the right
of privacy has been recognized as a basic human
right that all nations should respect,” and cautioned that “unrestrained American surveillance
of non-United States persons might alienate
other nations, fracture the unity of the Internet,
and undermine the free flow of information
across national boundaries.”324 In addition to
recommending a variety new protections for
U.S. persons, the Review Group urged in its

The right of privacy has been
recognized as a basic human
right that all nations should
respect... unrestrained
American surveillance of
non-United States persons
might alienate other nations,
fracture the unity of the
Internet, and undermine
the free flow of information
across national boundaries.”
-The President’s Review Group on
Intelligence and Communications
Technologies

Recommendation 13 that surveillance of non-U.S.
persons under Section 702 or “any other authority”—a reference intended to include Executive
Order 12333325 — should be strictly limited to the
purpose of protecting national security, should
not be used for economic espionage, should not
be targeted based solely on a person’s political or
religious views, and should be subject to careful
oversight and the highest degree of transparency
possible.326 Fully implementing this recommendation—and particularly restricting Section
702 and Executive Order 12333 surveillance to
specific national security purposes rather than
foreign intelligence collection generally—would
indicate significant progress toward addressing
the concerns raised in the recent Report of the
Office of the United Nations High Commissioner
for Human Rights on “The Right to Privacy in
the Digital Age.” The UN report highlights how,
despite the universality of human rights, the
common distinction between “‘foreigners’ and
‘citizens’…within national security surveillance
oversight regimes” has resulted in “significantly
weaker – or even non-existent – privacy protection for foreigners and non-citizens, as compared
with those of citizens.”327
The leading legislative reform proposal in the
U.S. Congress, the USA FREEDOM Act, would go
a long way to protecting both U.S. and non-U.S.
persons against the bulk collection under Section
215 of records held by American telephone and
Internet companies.328 On that basis, passage
of the law would very much help address the
trust gap that the NSA programs have created.
However, with regard to Section 702, the bill as
originally introduced only added new protections
for U.S. persons or for wholly domestic communications,329 and even those protections were
stripped out or weakened in the version of the bill
that was passed by the House of Representatives
in May 2014.330 Meanwhile, neither the bill as
introduced nor as passed by the House addresses
surveillance conducted extraterritorially under
Executive or 12333. Therefore, even if USA
FREEDOM is eventually approved by both the
House and the Senate and signed into law by
the President, much more will ultimately need to
be done to reassure foreign users of U.S.-based
communications networks, services, and products that their rights are being respected.
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Provide for increased transparency
around government surveillance, both
from the government and companies.

Two months later, many of the same companies and organizations issued another letter
supporting surveillance transparency legislation
proposed by Senator Al Franken (D-MN) and
Representative Zoe Lofgren (D-CA) that would
have implemented many of the original letter’s
recommendations.334 Elements of both bills,
consistent with the coalition’s recommendations, were included in the original version of the
USA FREEDOM Act introduced in the House and
the Senate—as were new strong transparency
provisions requiring the FISA court to declassify
key legal opinions to better educate the public
and policymakers about how it is interpreting
and implementing the law. Such strong new
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transparency requirements are consistent with
several recommendations of the President’s
Review Group335 and would help address concerns about lack of transparency raised by the
UN High Commissioner for Human Rights.336

Unfortunately, all of these transparency provisions from the original USA FREEDOM Act were
substantially weakened in the version of the bill
that was passed by the House of Representatives
in May 2014.337 Congress will need to include
stronger transparency provisions in any final
version of the USA FREEDOM Act if it intends to
meaningfully restore trust in the U.S. Internet
and telecommunications industries and stem
the loss of business that has begun as a result
of the NSA programs. As commentator Mieke
Eoyang put it, “If reforms do not deliver sufficient protections and transparency for [tech
companies’] customers, especially those abroad
who have the least constitutional protections,
they will vote with their feet.”338

“If reforms do not deliver
sufficient protections
and transparency for
[tech companies’]
customers, especially
those abroad who have
the least constitutional
protections, they will vote
with their feet.

“

Increased transparency about how the NSA
is using its authorities, and how U.S. companies
do—or do not—respond when the NSA demands their data is critical to rebuilding the trust
that has been lost in the wake of the Snowden
disclosures. In July 2013, a coalition of large
Internet companies and advocacy groups provided a blueprint for the necessary transparency
reforms, in a letter to the Obama Administration
and Congress calling for “greater transparency
around national security-related requests by
the US government to Internet, telephone, and
web-based service providers for information
about their users and subscribers.”331 Major
companies including Facebook, Google, and
Microsoft—joined by organizations such as the
Center for Democracy and Technology, New
America’s Open Technology Institute, and the
American Civil Liberties Union—demanded that
the companies be allowed to publish aggregate
numbers about the specific types of government requests they receive, the types of data
requested, and the number of people affected.
They also also urged the government to issue
its own transparency reports to provide greater
clarity about the scope of the NSA’s surveillance
programs.332 “This information about how and
how often the government is using these legal
authorities is important to the American people,
who are entitled to have an informed public debate about the appropriateness of those authorities and their use, and to international users of
US-based service providers who are concerned
about the privacy and security of their communications,” the letter stated.333
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-Mieke Eoyang,
”To judge NSA reforms, look to the tech
industry”
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Recommit to the Internet Freedom
agenda in a way that directly addresses
issues raised by NSA surveillance,
including moving toward international
human-rights based standards on
surveillance.
The United States must act immediately to
restore the credibility of the Internet Freedom
agenda, lest it become another casualty of the
NSA’s surveillance programs. As described in Part
IV, various agencies within the U.S. government
have taken initial steps to demonstrate goodwill
in this area, particularly through the NTIA’s
announcement that it intends to transition
stewardship of the IANA functions to a global
multistakeholder organization and the State
Department’s speech outlining six principles to
guide signals intelligence collection grounded
in international human rights norms. However,
it will take a broader effort from across the government to demonstrate that the United States
is fully committed to Internet Freedom, including firmly establishing the nature of its support
for the evolving multistakeholder system of
Internet governance and directly engaging with

The United States should
counter the view that
Internet Freedom is merely
an American project cooked
up in Washington, rather
than a notion rooted in
universal human rights…
The response to [concerns
about the Internet Freedom
agenda’s ties to U.S.
foreign policy should be] to
internationalize the effort.”
-Richard Fontaine and Will Rogers,
”Internet Freedom: A Foreign Policy
Imperative in the Digital Age”

issues raised by the NSA surveillance programs
in international conversations.
Supporting international norms that increase confidence in the security of online
communications and respect for the rights of
Internet users all around the world is integral
to restoring U.S. credibility in this area. “We
have surveillance programmes that abuse
human rights and lack in transparency and accountability precisely because we do not have
sufficiently robust, open, and inclusive debates
around surveillance and national security policy,” writes Matthew Shears of the Center for
Democracy & Technology.339 It is time to begin
having those conversations on both a national
and an international level, particularly at key
upcoming Internet governance convenings
including the 2014 Internet Governance Forum,
the International Telecommunications Union’s
plenipotentiary meeting, and the upcoming
WSIS+10 review process.340 Certainly, the United
States will not be able to continue promoting
the Internet Freedom agenda at these meetings
without addressing its national security apparatus and the impact of NSA surveillance on
individuals around the world. Rather than being
a problem, this presents an opportunity for the
U.S. to assume a leadership role in the promotion of better international standards around
surveillance practices.
Moreover, the U.S. should take steps to further internationalize its Internet Freedom efforts
writ large and work with foreign governments to
broadly promote democracy and human rights
online. In 2011, Richard Fontaine and Will Rogers
of the Center for a New American Security wrote
that “the United States should counter the view
that Internet Freedom is merely an American
project cooked up in Washington, rather than
a notion rooted in universal human rights…
The response to [concerns about the Internet
Freedom agenda’s ties to U.S. foreign policy
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should be] to internationalize the effort.”341
Today, more than ever, it is critical that the
United States heed this advice and take steps
to broaden the base of support for the Internet
Freedom agenda. Future meetings and activities
of the Freedom Online Coalition, which the State
Department played a key role in convening, will
serve as one test of these efforts as the group
attempts to transition from a discussion forum
for like-minded governments into a more action-oriented coalition.342 The United States has
the opportunity to urge other member countries
to live up to the commitments they made at the
2014 meeting in Tallinn with respect to accountability, transparency, and other policies grounded in human rights. As Toomas Hendrik Ilves, the

President of Estonia, articulated in his remarks
at the 2014 meeting, “We must be honest with
ourselves and admit that recent developments
regarding purported surveillance by the NSA
and similar organisations in different countries
make the defense of an open Internet more
difficult. That, too, is a challenge that Freedom
Online Coalition must face.”343 Outside of the
Freedom Online Coalition, but consistent with
its goals, the U.S. can urge both companies and
foreign governments to join organizations like
the Global Network Initiative or commit to other
voluntary processes that promote the centrality
of human rights in the policymaking process.344

Begin the process of restoring trust in
cryptography standards through the
National Institute of Standards and
Technology.
It is wholly inappropriate for the U.S.
government to covertly influence security
standards-setting processes in a way that may
weaken those standards or introduce security flaws. The NSA’s efforts in this area have
undermined overall trust in the security of the
Internet and diminished confidence in the
National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST). As the President’s Review Group explains, “Encryption is an essential basis for trust
on the Internet… The use of reliable encryption
software to safeguard data is critical to many
sectors and organizations, including financial
services, medicine and health care, research and
development, and other critical infrastructures
in the United States and around the world.”345
Consequently, Recommendation 29 of its report
urges the U.S. government to: “(1) fully support
and not undermine efforts to create encryption
standards; (2) not in any way subvert, undermine,
weaken, or make vulnerable generally available
commercial software; and (3) increase the use of
encryption and urge US companies to do so, in
order to better protect data in transit, at rest, in
the cloud, and in other storage.”346 Confidence
in U.S. encryption standards is critical not only
to the security of commercial products, but also
to interoperability and the health and competitiveness of the American technology industry.347
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Insofar as the NSA continues to provide
technical expertise on encryption standards, the
Federal Information Security Management Act
should be amended so that NIST is no longer
required to consult with the NSA when it seeks
to issue new or updated encryption standards.
Rather, these consultations should happen
only on an as-needed basis and should focus
entirely on the technical questions at hand. This
will help to prevent these consultations from
becoming an opportunity for the NSA to exploit
or influence the standards setting process. This
would also help the United States to send a
message that it supports strong, widespread use
of encryption instead of seeking to undermine
it to increase the monitoring capabilities of the
NSA. Representative Alan Grayson’s amendment
to the Frontiers in Innovation, Research, Science
and Technology Act (H.R. 4186), which was
approved by the House Committee on Science,
Space, & Technology in May 2014,348 provides a
good model for how to enact this reform, and is
consistent with recommendations made by the
Visiting Committee on Advanced Technology
(VCAT) in its July 2014 report.349 A similar measure
was approved in June 2014 by a voice vote of the
House of Representatives when it was offered by
Representative Grayson as an amendment to the
National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) for
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Encryption is an essential
basis for trust on the
Internet… The use of
reliable encryption software
to safeguard data is critical
to many sectors and
organizations, including
financial services, medicine
and health care, research
and development, and other
critical infrastructures
in the United States and
around the world.”
-The President’s Review Group on
Intelligence and Communications
Technologies
Fiscal Year 2015 (H.R. 4435),350 though it remains
to be seen whether that amendment will make it
into the final appropriations bill.

Policymakers at NIST can also take proactive
steps to rebuild confidence in its standards-setting
process. In February 2014, the agency published a
draft document that “outlines the principles, processes, and procedures of NIST’s cryptographic
standards efforts.”351 The document lays out the
factors that drive NIST’s development efforts to
ensure that standards are “robust and have the
confidence of the cryptographic community in
order to be widely adopted and effective at securing information systems worldwide.”352 While
this is a positive first step, substantial efforts are
still required to reestablish the agency’s credibility and trust in its work, particularly by increasing
transparency and openness associated with the
standard setting process. The VCAT lays out a
series of recommendations in its July 2014 report
that are worthy of consideration.353 Specifically,
NIST should publish information about whom it
consults in the development process, as well as
more technical proof establishing the efficacy of
the standards that it issues. The failure to publish
these technical proofs was a key criticism of the
standard setting process associated with the
2006 NSA-compromised encryption standard.354
In order to succeed at its core mission, NIST must
take affirmative steps to address concerns about
its role in promoting weaker encryption standards
and clarify its relationship with other partners and
parts of the U.S. government.

Ensure that the U.S. government
does not undermine cybersecurity by
inserting surveillance backdoors into
hardware or software products.
The U.S. government should not require
or request that new surveillance capabilities or
security vulnerabilities be built into communications technologies and services, even if these
are intended only to facilitate lawful surveillance.
There is a great deal of evidence that backdoors
fundamentally weaken the security of hardware
and software, regardless of whether only the NSA
purportedly knows about said vulnerabilities, as
some of the documents suggest. A policy statement from the Internet Engineering Task Force
in 2000 emphasized that “adding a requirement
for wiretapping will make affected protocol
designs considerably more complex. Experience
has shown that complexity almost inevitably
jeopardizes the security of communications.”355
More recently, a May 2013 paper from the Center

for Democracy and Technology on the risks of
wiretap modifications to endpoints concludes
that “deployment of an intercept capability in…
communications services, systems and applications poses serious security risks.”356 The authors
add that “on balance mandating that endpoint
software vendors build intercept functionality
into their products will be much more costly to
personal, economic and governmental security
overall than the risks associated with not being
able to wiretap all communications.”357 While NSA
programs such as SIGINT Enabling—much like
proposals from domestic law enforcement agencies to update the Communications Assistance
for Law Enforcement Act (CALEA) to require digital wiretapping capabilities in modern Internetbased communications services358—may aim to
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Because of the associated security risks, the
U.S. government should not mandate or request
the creation of surveillance backdoors in products, whether through legislation, court order, or
the leveraging industry relationships to convince
companies to voluntarily insert vulnerabilities. As
Bellovin et al. explain, complying with these types
of requirements would also hinder innovation
and impose a “tax” on software development
in addition to creating a whole new class of
vulnerabilities in hardware and software that undermines the overall security of the products.359
An amendment offered to the NDAA for Fiscal
Year 2015 (H.R. 4435) by Representatives Zoe
Lofgren (D-CA) and Rush Holt (D-NJ) would have
prohibited inserting these kinds of vulnerabilities
outright.360 The Lofgren-Holt proposal aimed to
prevent “the funding of any intelligence agency,
intelligence program, or intelligence related
activity that mandates or requests that a device
manufacturer, software developer, or standards
organization build in a backdoor to circumvent
the encryption or privacy protections of its products, unless there is statutory authority to make
such a mandate or request.”361 Although that
measure was not adopted as part of the NDAA, a
similar amendment sponsored by Lofgren along
with Representatives Jim Sensenbrenner (D-WI)
and Thomas Massie (R-KY), did make it into the
House-approved version of the NDAA—with the
support of Internet companies and privacy organizations362—passing on an overwhelming vote

of 293 to 123.363 Like Representative Grayson’s
amendment on NSA’s consultations with NIST
around encryption, it remains to be seen whether
this amendment will end up in the final appropriations bill that the President signs. Nonetheless,

“Adding a requirement
for wiretapping will make
affected protocol designs
considerably more complex.
Experience has shown
that complexity almost
inevitably jeopardizes the
security of communications.

-The Internet Engineering Task Force,
“IETF Policy on Wiretapping”
these legislative efforts are a heartening sign and
are consistent with recommendations from the
President’s Review Group that the U.S. government should not attempt to deliberately weaken
the security of commercial encryption products.
Such mandated vulnerabilities, whether required
under statute or by court order or inserted simply
by request, unduly threaten innovation in secure
Internet technologies while introducing security
flaws that may be exploited by a variety of bad
actors. A clear policy against such vulnerability
mandates is necessary to restore international
trust in U.S. companies and technologies.

Help to eliminate security vulnerabilities
in software, rather than stockpile them.
The NSA’s apparent stockpiling of security
vulnerabilities in widely-used hardware and
software products (rather than responsibly
disclosing them to vendors so that they may be
patched) threatens cybersecurity writ large. The
U.S. government needs to establish a clear and
consistent policy of disclosing vulnerabilities to
vendors by default. To the extent such a policy
allows vulnerability stockpiling at all, it must explicitly define when, under what circumstances,
and for how long the government may delay
disclosure, if ever. A central tenet of this policy
should be that if the U.S. government holds onto

“

promote national security and law enforcement
by ensuring that federal agencies have the ability
to intercept Internet communications, they do so
at a huge cost to online security overall.
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security vulnerabilities for future exploitation at
all, it should only do so in extraordinarily rare
cases, such as where there are no other legitimate means to access information that is necessary to protect against an immediate national
security threat. It is critical that any such policy
authorizing the stockpiling of vulnerabilities
spell out in explicit and precise terms the limited circumstances that would qualify for such
an exception, as well as specific guidelines for
when and how vendors should be informed of
the flaw after it has been used for that limited
purpose.
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In a world of great
cybersecurity risk… public
safety and national security
are too critical to take risks
and leave vulnerabilities
unreported and unpatched…
[L]aw enforcement should
always err on the side of
caution in deciding whether
to refrain from informing a
vendor of a vulnerability.”
-Steven Bellovin, et al.,
“Lawful Hacking”
As Bellovin et al. write, “In a world of great
cybersecurity risk… public safety and national
security are too critical to take risks and leave
vulnerabilities unreported and unpatched…
Law enforcement should always err on the side
of caution in deciding whether to refrain from
informing a vendor of a vulnerability. Any policy

short of full and immediate reporting is simply
inadequate.”364 Similarly, Recommendation #30
from the President’s Review Group recommends
that “US policy should generally move to ensure
that Zero Days are quickly blocked, so that the
underlying vulnerabilities are patched on US
Government and other networks,” carving out
an exception for rare instances when “US policy
may briefly authorize using a Zero Day for high
priority intelligence collection, following senior,
interagency review involving all appropriate
departments.”365 Additionally, any decision not
to disclose a vulnerability should be subject
to a rigorous review process. The President’s
Review Group recommends the creation of an
interagency process to regularly review “the activities of the US government regarding attacks
that exploit a previously unknown vulnerability
in a computer application or system.”366 To the
extent such a “Vulnerabilities Equities Process”
already exists as the Administration now claims,
the government must be much more transparent about its operation and the standards under
which it operates, in order to reassure users of
American hardware and software products that
both industry and government are fully dedicated ensuring the security of those products.

Develop clear policies about whether,
when, and under what legal standards
it is permissible for the government to
secretly install malware on a computer
or in a network.
Since the Snowden revelations, the public
has learned that the NSA has a massive capability
to conduct remote intrusions against computers
and networks around the globe, compromising
the security of tens or hundreds of thousands
of systems with a goal of compromising millions
more. Yet, the rules of the road for whether,
when, and under what legal standards it is permissible for the government to engage in such
secret hacking operations—especially foreign
intelligence operations conducted outside of the
U.S. under Executive Order 12333—are wholly
unclear. Federal computer crime law generally
forbids unauthorized intrusion into computers—
including most computers outside of the United
States—but does not apply to lawfully authorized

investigative or intelligence activities of law enforcement or intelligence agencies.367 Therefore,
how the law regulates when the government can
hack into computers to search their contents or
install secret spyware is still a contested issue.
This question has finally begun to be debated
in earnest by courts and commentators in the
context of law enforcement investigations here
in the U.S.,368 but we still have not begun a similar
conversation about the NSA’s hacking activities
both domestically and abroad. Such a conversation, leading to clear and privacy-protective policy on the matter, is urgently necessary to ensure
and reassure that NSA’s program of computer
intrusions—which appear to be vast—is subject
to clear regulation and strict oversight.
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Separate the offensive and defensive
functions of the NSA in order to
minimize conflicts of interest.

The President’s Review Group recommends
that non-foreign intelligence missions should
generally be assigned to other agencies, urging
the President to create greater separation between the NSA and U.S. Cyber Command and
to spin off the “defensive” parts of the agency
and place that work within the Department of
Defense instead.372 Their report argues that “in
keeping with the concept that NSA should be a
foreign intelligence agency, the large and important Information Assurance Directorate (IAD)
of NSA should be organizationally separate and
have a different reporting structure. IAD’s primary

8

mission is to ensure the security of the DOD’s
communications systems.”373 We recommend
ensuring against a conflict of interest with the
Defense Department by going one step farther
than the Review Group recommends, and placing the government’s domestic cybersecurity
mission firmly within civilian control at a civilian
agency such as the Department of Homeland
Security.374 As the past year’s revelations have
demonstrated, placing the Defense Department
in charge of the security of the Internet, while
it is also responsible for conducting surveillance
over the Internet, is a conflict of interest too
costly to leave in place: costly to our Internet
economy, to our foreign relations, and to the
openness and security of the Internet itself.

“NSA’s two fundamental
missions – one defensive,
one offensive – are
fundamentally incompatible,
and... they can’t both be
handled credibly by the
same government agency...
Because Internet security
depends on trust and
cooperation between
researchers, the mission of a
security-breaking agency is
fundamentally incompatible
with that of a securityprotecting agency.

“

The NSA’s multi-pronged efforts to weaken
Internet security in order to facilitate signals
intelligence collection demonstrate the inherent conflict of interest that has resulted from
the agency’s multiple mandates. In theory, it is
possible to strike a middle ground between foreign intelligence collection and the protection
of domestic communications, but as Professor
Jon M. Peha explained in comments to the
President’s Review Group, “If the balance is
wrong, a well-intentioned government agency
can severely undermine security rather than
strengthen it, and endanger the very American
citizens that the agency hopes to protect.”369 The
recent disclosures suggest that this is, in fact, the
case. “NSA’s two fundamental missions – one
defensive, one offensive – are fundamentally incompatible, and that they can’t both be handled
credibly by the same government agency,” wrote
the Cato Institute’s Julian Sanchez in April 2014,
adding that “because Internet security depends
on trust and cooperation between researchers,
the mission of a security-breaking agency is
fundamentally incompatible with that of a
security-protecting agency.”370 The President’s
Review Group agreed that the agency “has
multiple missions and mandates, some of which
are blurred, inherently conflicting, or both,”
concluding that the “NSA is and should be a foreign intelligence organization. It should not be a
domestic security service, a military command,
or an information assurance organization.”371
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-Julian Sanchez,
“The NSA’s Heartbleed problem is the
problem with the NSA”
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